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ABSTRACT
A variety of soil parameters and conditions individually and in asso-
ciation with one another contribute to the visible as well as the infrared
reflectance of soils. Quantitative reliable measurements of these reflec-
tance properties are vital to an understanding of relationships between
reflectance and physicochemical and site characteristics of soil upon which
the use of remote sensing technology for soil survey .is based.
An experimental procedure was developed for measuring the bidirectional
reflectance factor of soils at the uniform moisture tension of approximately
one-tenth bar. The soil fraction less than 2ramdiameter was equilibrated for 24hrs
prior to spectral measurement on an asbestos tensial table apparatus. Bidirectional
reflectance factor of soils illuminated by a collimated beam from a I000 watt
tungsten iodide lamp was measured in O.OIT_mincrements over the 0.52-2.32_tm
wavelength range using a field spectroradiometer adapted for indoor use.
Surface soil samples from two representative sites for each of over 240
widely occurring soil series from 39 states of the continental United States
as well as Brazil and Spain were available for this study. Physicochemical
characteristics measured were organic matter content, particle sizedistri-
bution (8 fractions), cation exchange capacity, and iron oxide content. Site
characteristics of soil temperature regime and moisture zone were used as
selection criteria for soils included in the study, while parent material
and internal drainage were noted for each soil.
At least five general types of soil reflectance curves can be identi-
fied based primarily on the presence or absence of probable ferric iron
absorption bands at 0.7 and O.91_m, but also based upon organic matter con-
tent and soil drainage characteristics. Partially because of contrasting
reflectance properties in the infrared wavelengths, soils with similar Munsell
color designations have been seen to possess very different reflectance curves.
Averaged reflectance curves for soils with similar organic matter con-
tent reveal the dominant role of organic matter in determining both curve
form and reflectance magnitude in the visible and near infrared wavelengths.
Decreasing particle size is seen to increase soil reflectance among sand
textured soils while the inverse is true for medium to fine textured soils.
Averaged soil reflectance curves also show a trend of higher reflectance
with increasing soil temperature and decreasing rainfall as a result of
decreased organic matter levels. ---
Statistical correlation of soil parameters with reflectance for 481
soil samples shows that reflectance in each of ten wavelength bands is
negatively correlated with the natural loflarithmic transformation of organic
matter content. Re.flectance in the 2.08 to 2.32_mi middle infrared band is
also negatively correlated with moisture content, clay content, cation exchange
capacity, and iron oxide content while it is positively correlated with fine
and medium sand contents.
Prediction models indicate tha_ site characteristics such as climate,
parent material, and drainar_e are important variables along with organic
matter, moisture content, _exture, and iron oxide content in explaininq
reflectance differences among 481 soil samples. Regression equations using
reflectance data in ten wavelength bands as the indeper,dent variables show
high predictive values for organic matter content, moisture content, content
r)f specific particle size classes, iron oxide content, and cation exchange
capacity when inferences are drawn among soils from specific r:limatic zones.
The proved repeatability of quantitative bidirectional reflectance
factor measurements of soil using the described procedure has important
implications both as an aid to soil characterization and as a tool for
understanding reflective response from soils as measured by remote sensing
devices.
_P" I | II ' "-"_
INTRODUfTION
Modern soil surveys are essential to planning and management for effec-
tive use of soil resources for food and fiber production in the face of
_ver-increasing populz, tion pressures on the land. Only a small fraction of
the soil: of the world have been mapped in sufficient detail for adequate
planning for future land needs. Recent advances in remote sensing technology
applied to soil survey may help to accele.rate._%Lhe pace of future mapping
efforts.
Comprehensive soil classification provides a basis for relating obser-
vable soil properties to the factors responsible for their character, thus
permitting extension of soil survey research experience in well-understood
soils to unmapped areas of similar soil parent material, climate, relief,
age of formation, and biotic factors. Difr'erentiation of soils requires
quantitative information about certain physicochemical and site character-
istics. Although most of the differentiating characteristics selected as
diagnostic criteria in the soil classification process are verifiable by
field or laboratory procedures, quantitative spectroradiometric methods
have not been adopted to measure soil reflectance properties. In spite of
this lack of an instrumental procedure for measuring soil spectra, soil
visible reflectance, or soil color, is a differentiating characteristic for J
many classes in all modern soil classification systems as an essential part
of tile definitions for both surface and subsurface diagnostic horizons,
Aside from soil comparisons to standard color charts, characterization of
soil. reflectance properties has no standard measurement procedure for obtain-
ing reproducible quantitative visible and infrared reflectance spectra.
Soil surveyors have made wide use of visible wavelength aerial photo-
graphs since the 1930's, not only as a base map, but also as an aid in delin-
eating soil patterns largely from visible reflectance properties of soil
landscapes. The development of infrared sensitive films as well as cali--
brated sensor systemS, both of which show promise in soil survey research,
suggests the need for some reliable laboratory measure of soil reflectance
properties in order Lo understand better the multispectral nature of soils
as they are viewed by these sensors.
This study describes the development of a procedure for spectroradio-
metric measurement of soil reflectance at the uniform moisture tension of approx-.
im_;tely one-tenth bar. The method involves the use of larqe asbestos tension tables
for equilibration of sieved, saturated soil samples and evolved out of the
necessity to ,;easure a large number oi: disturbed surface soil samples while
improving on sample preparation techniques reported in previous studies.
A reflectometer provided parallel beam illumination of the samples from an
artificial source, allowing for measurement of percent bidirectional reflec-.
tance factor over the 0.52 to 2.321,n wavelength range using a field sl)ectru-
radiometer adapted for indooY use. Soil reflectance measurements under
thu_e cont:.ro'Iled laboratory conditions are reliable and reproducible and
provide a quantiLative measure of soil spectral properties not only in the
visibl_:, but also in the near and middle infrared wavelength regions.
Spectroradiometric studies of soils under l_horatory and fieid condi-
tions have contributed to an understanding of the factors influencing soil
reflectance. A variety of soil parameters and conditions individually and
in association with one another contribute to the spectral reflectance of
soils. These parameters include the pilysicochemical properties of moisture,
organic matter, particle and aggregate size, 'iron oxide content and soil
mineralogy. Conditions affecting the radiation of soils in their natural
state are green vegetative cover, non-soil residue, surface roughness and
crusting, and shadows, all of which vary according to tillage operations, crnp-
ping or grazing systems, or ndturally occurring plant COmlnunities. While
both field and laboratory studies of suil reflectance deserve attention,
the ability to control more carefully soil conditions in the laboratory
favors this approach for studying the contribution of individual soil parame-
ters to soil reflectance.
Soil reflectance is a cumulative property which derives from inherent
spectral behavior of the heterogeneous combination of mineral, organic., and
fl.uid matter that comprisesmineral soils. This study did not attempt to
quantify single component contributions to soil reflectance as isolates
from the soil system, but rather attempted to describe the contribution
of important physicochemical characteristics of surface soils as they would
be viewed by airborne sensors. As far as possible the extraneous contribu-
tion of soil moisture to soil reflectance was controlled by maintaining
uniform moisture tension. In this manner, .differences in moisture content
among soils could be attributed to differences in soil component amounts,
just as would be expected in the field situation.
Remote sensing systems .such as the four-band multispectral scanner on
the present Landsat series of satellites and the proposed seven-band thematic
mapper are designed for obtaining synoptic, repetitive views of the earth's
surface at varying ground resolutions. It is important to remember that the
usefulness of any remote sensing system for earth resource survey purposes
depends on characteristic spectral response of ground features, whether or
not there are seasonal or spatial differences of importance. The design of
spectral bands for future sensor systems should therefore take into consid-
eration the results of field and laboratory spectroradiometric studies of
earth surface features. Results of this study point to the importance of
spectral bands in the near and middle infrared as well as the visible por-
tions of the spectrum for characterization of diverse soil reflectance
properties. Observations of soil reflectance curves indicate that narrow
wavelength bands in the near infrared may be critical for specific iron
deter,linations in soils.
Reflectance characteristics of soils from within homogeneous climatic
zones vary greatly in response to the genetic influence of l)_rent material,
relief, and biotic factors over the period of soil formation. In spite
of this great wlriability in soil reflectance, there does appear t() be
order in the relationships between soil reflectance and physicochemical
Im__!mri:ie_ within climatic z_mes. Prediction model_ can be develnped I._ I
I
...... -.._ , , .... , ,- .... , ...... , ............ ......... ..:L_
relaLe soil r_Flect:anceI.o_;Oiileof',I]']Of Lhe paralnet.er_oI:Ol'!IilllJCmat:t:er,
moist:ure,iron, and lh_rticle size dist.rihui:ioi_of soil_ depevldinqon I:he
specific cIimat.iczone,where the scYiI_ar'efmmcl, This is possiI_leI_ec'ause
oF I:Imcontr'iI_uticmoi_ th_,sc',ividividualsoil compcmnnt.sI.orc,Flc_c:t.ancoin
sl_ecific waw, len!lth re_lion:_. Ilewqop,lent of mult.isl_ectral remote sensinq
as a fool in soil survey builds on i:hc,_erelationships of soil reflect:ante
to soil physicochemical and site characLeristics and provides a quantit,a-
rive basis for soil delineation-.
REVTFW OF I.I'I[RATUR[
.Re!,.oLe__.s.en..s.i,9.as. a._To.olin...So_!3.S.u.ry.ez.
Early Work
Black and white panchromatic aerial iHlotographshave been a standard
soil study and mapping tool since their introduction in IS29 in the state
oF Indiana (Bushnell, 1951). Aerial photographs were first recognized as
an improvement over the use of plane tables in preparation of a base map,
and 1:20,000 scale single-lens vertical photogral)hswith stereoscopic
coverage became the standard for most detailed, large--scaleUnited States
I1epart,lentof Agriculture surveys (Soil Survey Staff, 1951). Photographs
increased both the speed and accuracy of soil scientists because of the
wealth of ground detail shown, the availability in areas of difficult
access, and the three dimensional view of the soil landscape. Soil L)oundar.v
delineation was possible largely from tonal characteristics with the under-
'_I.andin9 that the same land area could vary in appearance from one date to
another (Bushnell, 1951).
IIigh-altitude l)hotography was found useful in the preparation of medium-
to small-scale soil maps using soil associations as the delineated unit
(RusL, et. al., 1976). The broad synoptic view from high-altitude phote.-
graphs Illore nearly corresponded to the level of detail of soil units occur-
ring together in an individual and characteristic pattern over a geographic
area. Develop,lent of color aerial films, black and white and color infrared
emulsions, and multi-lens camera systems further expanded the possibilities
for aerial photogral)hic surw_.ys (Carroll, 1973a). Still, photo interpreta.
tion t:echniques were not conducive to inaximu,i extraction of tone iiH:ormatl,,m
From aerial i,laflery, leading some to suqgest the use of instrulnents to per--
Form this task ICihlar and Protz, 1972)]"
Opt ical -mechan i ca I scanner systems capal_l e of deteci:i ng v i si bl e, refl ec-
t. iw: and thermal infrared radiation came into civilian use in the 1960's
alonq with coinputer pattern recoqnition techniques for sorting and classify-
ivl!l quantified inultispectral data (Carroll, 1973b; Weismiller and K:mlinsky,
19/,q). Prulilninarv studies of soil mapl_inq using airborne multispect.ral
sc_IIIIRII" da!:a inciicated ttlat soil surface condit:iOllS coijld be mapi_ed with
reasonable accuracy b.yCOlllputer techlliqtloS (Kristof, 1_371). Areas with
,.,pec:ialdra inacle,rtIIlOff_ or i_rosi',)llprohlelnscould be lliapI_edin detail.
S i,rilara i rborne liltllispectral sCalltiul"data were used l.oproduce llIaps XilOW-
in!l the locations of five levels ot orqanic Inatter content (llaul,_,lav'dner, c,t
,ll,I!I70). l:url:herstudies indicaled that clay colt_:t,tltill:;Ui'f.lcesoilx
......... " I " I I I ""_'1 " I I I "- I I I I -- m" .''_l_I
t'_.ltild I_t' th, i illt,,li_',t fl"_ltll gt,lt i';t it',ll m_l,.'i iil_l of Itllti_ i',ll('_t)',ll !_t,ttlili"t' d,ltd.,
,_lllmti,lh il w,_', It'll Ih,II the' I'_'l,tl i<ul'_hil_ I_t, lwt't,II _'I,L7 ,:\lIlle,lit <ltl_.l I'_'l,_I iw'
';_ll'l,l_:t' I't,l'll,<ldlit't' I_l'ol_t'l'l iI"; ill Ilt_llv_'_lt'l,lt_'d Ii_'ltlg ,l', :.l._'l_'l'llllllt",.I
IV,_III dil'l_Ol'll[' Illtlll i,',Pt,t'lr,II ',t',!,lllll'i' _l,ll,I ,,w'l't' !,till i_'it'll( ll_ t !tdl'dt ll'l'j,'t'
tl_hlll_'lv',, _'I ,_1., I'll.l,I). I_t'l inl,,ll ion _ll ,i_il I_,ll l_'l'll_-, ll'_ml tult ivdl_',.I
I_,llltt ':,}II'_WI'_GI ljhl( ,11 tjltltl+I)l '-+0il I+,l[.It'i'll', tlt'W,illlt' j_",!+ di",! ill\( ,l'-+ ,ll,ti.'t' ,,dllOIl%
illt'l't',l',t'd, \hi'\ _ I't'm,iim, tl ,li,, u'l'lliblt' t'vt'n With ,I tilotlm.t tt+vt,r tl! !',[< (k+!+,lt++
,llld I_,tuill,hll'_hn'l', l'I/b).
I!l_',t\',lil,lbililV of v i'g blt' ,IIldn_',ll'inll',li't,dmull i-:IIt',li',ll.,Wdilli,,'l"
d,:I,l Ii'_lillII.,Ibh,tl't,golul iolI _,I_,mt,iII',v.,ilIlin_I .(.l,tlO(l,.,gIi,_rt'kilo'n_,It'r im,l,_'
il'ull_'prt,_,.,iltt'dllt,_vI_U'_,ibiIilit"_ ,uld ch,IIl_,mi<,'_in _il m,IiG_intl ill the
In,',l',._. lh_' I,/nd,_<ll :,t,l'it"-, t`il ,._,llt, llilt'_, obl,lin _tpt'_'ll',ll d<ll,/ ii_ t'tltll"
b<lnd,i l',tlluill_l ll'Oili tl.b to I.Ii_iil in I,g-,I,iv l'_'p_,l il iv\, t.\,tlt,,.;. Iht,,,_ ' tl,lI,i
,tl'l' I_i'tlt't,'4st,tt {o I_lxwidt , ilil,ltlt, l'V ill !h_, Iol'nl of v,tl'ititl_ I_llo/l_{li',ll_hit I_il I
_lti< _ ,1<, _,vl'l I ,I <-, IlU!ltt'l'it,ll tOi'llldl nhlgilt'l it" l,ll_/',4 IOl" <1i,1i1,1} ,llhl I\.', i'-,.
t'_'l'l,lin uiligut' th,ll',l<._t'l'i_,lic '<; ol l,illd,,,il illl,ltlt,l'\, wt'l't' i't,tOtllli.t'tl ,Ig
,lclv,tlll,l,l_'Otl', ill I_w illlt'ii'gilV _,oil Stll'Vt'\.'" I,1' ,lt, l int',l{ till Ill ,,oil <l','_ucl,t
' it'lll [,t_illhl,li'it", (W_"_,I in dlltl I l'<l.'t't', lu/'b). /\iik_iiU (ht"gt' wt'l't' Ih<' g VllOl_l i/
\ i<'lv i_l </llllO<,( .l..l tili llioli h,l Oll wl_ich lh<, ,'t_il<lil ion ol '_oil', dlld ',l,/<lt' ill
\_'cl_'l,ll i\'_' ,llx_tvlh tv<'l't' i'<'_'l`il'tlt'<l ,ll lhl' g,llllt' ll!t_l!lt'll{ :, /h_' nt'_lr.-ol'lllt_ll',lllhi_
_!l,li',i_l_'i" ol {ll_' ',ct'llt",_ ,Incl (tit, l_,lnl_l',il ,!,,llt,tl, ,ll Iowlll_l xlllth, oI lillllli
,;p<,<il',ll <tl<lil<lt ,<, ill ltl_, _,t_il!vt,u_,l,tlioil tOlll,lt'\ wilh { iil_,'. I,_ntl,,<ll _.t'l,ll_.,
in_,.,li<,, ,/( lh_' gc,llt' oi l:l,t'ltltl,Otlt/ t,4t'l'l' Iotln<l iI',_'ltil <t_ b<l<,t ' II1<111',Io1' luill
I i,,lliil<i lh<'l_l,ll i< ,,_il ill,ill', I t'wiy,, t'( ,11. (l<l,J{,) <'tlllt"ltid<'<l lh,lt ',c_il ,I,,,,_l
,i,_t i<ulg Ivilliiil Ih<' _4,11id IIi11_, oi NI,bi',l,,k,t tJII lit, iillt,l'llrt, lt, d till lh_' l,<_.i..
_1 illi,l,l_, Ii,lll_,l'n ,, i't,<cull iiltl ll'Olll difft,l't,ll_t,_-; ill \.t,<lt,l<il it, ll ,lild i't,l,il<,d
,ll',/iil<l,l_, _t_iidi( ion<,, <1_, wt, I1 ,1_, ll'oni Iol_O_ll',llltl) _ t,llh,lllct'd by low t, lt'v<ll i_ii
I
_.Ol,ll' illtilliill,ll ion OI glltiV7 ttiVl'l't'tl lt'l'l'dlll.
t'oilltltil<'l' ,lith'd <ln,llv'.,i', ill I,ind<,,l( llliill i,,llt,l_l<ll ,,t'dllli_'i' d,ll</ t_',!<, ti<,t'd
(o l_i'tldth't ' <1 ".l_'t'll',ll Ill,ill b,l,,t,d till tll',liil,l<!t' c'h,ll'dt'l.t'l'i',l it", <il ,1 <,_,ilt' _lt
I:.'t/,tltlt! {,kil',.,_'hil_'i', _'1 ,11., I<ll,g _. Ih_",t' LlU,IlII i{,lliv_' d,ll.<l cl_,il_,l',lll'd 1,_
,li,lil,_l <lii,tlv,,i'_ t:t_uld I,_, li,,<'<l It_ dt'l<,_'l,!ill_' il ill<']ii.,iOll', _,\i,,I wiIhii_ ,_
i!_,lI, llil 1l . ,ill<l <otl ld g<,l'vt' ,I,, ,1 k i lid _ll gti,l I i I \,' _ <_iil i'<ll b\. !ll'ov i,I i il_l (ll_'
,.,<_il .,< i_,lll i,,i wilh gOlllt, I_rioi • I,,ii_wllxllll ' ol Ih_' ,,till,,. i\ i,l'tltl,tltll't, ol
i,,11'I ii il_ilin_l Iht' ,ll't,n ililtl dili_,l'_,ill ii,/i'_'lll lil,lll,l'l<ll ,ll't',i,, I,,lt,_,<l Oll l,h_ll<l
illl_,l'l_i._,l,llion ill I,llld,,,il I,ll.,l' <_liol" ilii,l_l<'l',_ Itl_l_,lll_,i v,,ilh ct,lnt,til_'r <lid_,_l
,,t_,_ tl',ll L'I,I,,,,iIi¢,ll it`in wilhill II,li'l'lll li,,ll_'li,I1 _ll'lltitliiiu', I_,_1 Io lll_' Ili'_'!_,ll'<l
iui_ _i lIb,_t.ltl ..c,lh, <411t't(l',ll In,ll_ ',hl'_'l', ol ,I,l,.t,_,r (_uill',', lildi,lil,I illl<,nd<'d
ill li,.,l' ill Iti_' ,,<_il !,tll'V_'\ _ll I1,i,, tt_tllll\ {{&,i,,iuill_'l', i'l ,il., I<l.."/). ;\ll,lili,
l,l'l'lt',tl < 1,1'.',_", di',l_l,l\'l'd _'l'_' I'k,',l < lo'.,_'1\' _tll'i_'l,llt'tl \,,'lilt ..tlil ,ll',lili,l<ll'
] d '-,',t' ,.
t_'llil_l_' ',t'll';ill_l ,1', ,I lii,ll_l_ill_l lut_l ill <,uil ',ul'v_'\; w_lt __llililili_' I_l ,l_'\'_'l_,l_
/" lh 1!! _ ih_,t" II!ll_l'tl\'t'll!t'lll<. ill ',t'll',L!l". ,lllil ,ll!ttllll,lI It iI,t!.t i:l'_,, ,' ii1, {_. I_l .,
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I_rovidinH that. the ,_l_pCl.rnl In'ol_erl. ies of the soil scene being maIq_ed art:
understood in their relal.ion to import.ant physicochellrical and site character-
i st. ics.
Soil Color Standards
For most soil scientists and even laymen, the color of a soil is one
of it.s most obvious characteristics. Relatively slight differences in the
color or color pattern of only one horizon in the profile may be signifi-
cai_t in classifying soils into different groups. Thus, soil color" is one
of the ,lost useful and important characteristics for soil identification,
especially in combination with soil structure (Soil Survey Staff, 1975).
The human eye recognizes a rather narrow range of electromagnetic
waves as light. The wavelength of human physiological perception of visible
reflectance extends from about 0.4 to O.71nn (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1967).
Intensities of light at various wavelengths within this range impart dif-
ferent impressions called color. Soils, as most other objects, reflect
light of many wavelengths. Although it is possible to distinguish many
different soil colors, it is difficult to describe them accurately..
The color imparted to a material may be due to specific absorptions, in
the visible region, or the color may be caused by intense absorptions in
either or both the ultraviolet and near infrared, the shoulders of which
may (extend forward or back into the visible. This will impart a color
to the material without its having any specific chromophoric group absorbing
in the visible. Red colors in many soils may be attributable to just such
a phenomenon of near infrared absorption of the ferric ion (Hunt and Salis--
bury, 1970).
After experimentation with numerous ii:ethods of soil color" deter'mlnatlon
including briquetting soils of appropriate colors to serve as standards,
whirl inq standard color disks for color matching, and even spectrophotometry,
the U.S. llepartment of Agrictflture in 1941 developed a set of soil color .................
name charts based on the Munsell notation system (Pendleton and Nickers(m,
i951). Standardized common color names and Munsell color standards continue
as the most widely used system for describing soil colors (Soil Survey
Sta Fl", iq75).
Munsell soil color charts consist of some 175 colored chips systcmali-
caJly arranged accordinq to their Munsell notations on cards mounted in a
lonse--leaf noLebook, Notations of hue, value, and chroma designate the
three variables Lhat co,lbine to represent all colors, flue is the do,;inai,t
spectral, or wavelength dependent, color. Value refers to the relatiw,
l iqhtness of color" while chronla is the relative purity or strengLit c,f tile
spectral color. Snil colors are deterlnined by placing soil next to i:he
rolor chips and comparin!l colors for the best ,latch. The soil color i_
L[,en described by the number of the chip t.o wIiich it corresponds ot by
int.erpolatinq the number between two chips. Rarely does the color of tl,_
_ample perfectly match any color in i:he chart. The probability of ]
l,erfr_ct match of the soil color with t.he standard is less than onu in,
one hundred (Soil Survey Staff ....1975.) ...................................................................
- " • , I I I -- I - I I -- "II" " _,.kl
Reproducible color standard comparisons are obtained ,ll two ,soil moi_-
; t;ure lewqs: air' dry and field capacit:y. Moist. soil colors arc_ oblained
hy nloisteninq a sample and reading the colo1' as soon as visilqe moisture
films haw _. disal)l)eared. [11 ,lost nol-es and soil d,-,scriptions colors are
t (liven lr[)l" IIlOiSt soils, all:hough the convention for s()i i s if }'oi}I semiarid
! and arid regions is the dry soil color, i_otIh the dry and moist soil colo_s
are illlportant, howew:r, and official descriptions for l:echnical use should
include Munsell color designations for both conditions (Soil Survey Staff,
1075)
A modified Munsel] color chart was prepared by Alexander (1969) for
help in estimat.in.q the organic matter content in the surface of medium to
: fine textured cultivated soils in Illinois. Use of this five-chip color
c.hart proved valuable in ,latching herbicide-application rates to five level:,
of organic matter in the soil. Page (1974) related reflectance measurements
i from a color-difference meter to organic matter in Atlantic Coastal Plain
soils. Within the 0 to 5'..; ran(le, reflectance measurements provided a reli-
aisle estimate of organic matter in soils from this rec]ion at a considerably
!aster and cheaper rate than traditional methods. Shields, et al. (1968)
converted spectrophotometric measurements or soils at different moisture
contents to Munsell renotation color designations in order to relate soil
color to organic matter. Munsell renotation value was most highly corre-
lated to or_lanic matter content, although relationships difl"ered between
'3oro!Is and Boralfs based o_ the organic consti_.uent.s of the organic matter.
Other studies indicated that sol} color standards could be related [o
_,,_,1 paralnet.ers other than soil moisture and organic mal;ter. Krishna blurt i
,_,r,dSatyanarayana (1971) round titatlium and ferrous iron to be responsible
for soil Munsell hue, while clay and organic matter were fot.lild [:o influence
soil Munsell value.. Soileau and McCracken (1967) observed a general trend
of increasing free iron oxide content witl_ increasim_ Mtlnsell ch_'o_Ha iI_
various size fractions of well-drai,ed Coast,al Plain soils. The form of the
iron oxide (its de(free of hydration or neutralization) was R,l_. Lo b(, the
dominant factor in influencing Munsell hue of the subsoils in this region.
HcKeague, el. al. (1971) also found chroma and dithionile Fe to be siqnifi-.-
cantly c,.)rrelated for several groups of surface sell :,amples. As in t,h_,
study of Shields, et al. (1968), Karmanov and Ro;,.hkov (1977) found the mo_,,
proii_isirlg way of deterlnining soil color charact_r_rislics to be from spec_ro-
phntomelric coefficients calculated on the basis of w_ri,ltions in reflt,c-
t:a,ce values for definite wavelength intervals, ra_her than nol,ations based
on the Munsell system. Spectt'Opflotoillc't.i'ic measur'eme_ts were seen to i_v_:vi(k'
a basis for establishlllent of quantitatiw; relai:i(_nships hetwee,_ c<)l<_,"_l_,_r
acteri_l.ics and soil c_mposition.
[_idirect-ional Reflectance Faclor as a Qt_antitat.iw, Measure
............ of_ Soil.._Spectral-.. . . Pr_.t_ertie_. -
Variations in r_,flt'ci.allc[,, defined as the ratio of I:he reflettt, d l-ltlx
to the in_:id_,nt irradiation as a I"um'l:ion of waw'lemlth m'ovide Ihe ha';i:.
For cl_,'r,_cleri.:al..ion of l,_r_let t4(ell_:5, _1', i,.; lh,, _:,,,,_,in ,,pectroradi(m_'l.ri_
m_,,t',tlr_,Jil!.!lll,; of !;0i] ru(l_,ctal!l:[,. Ilu, dire'c! i(>_,_l _:h,_rart_'ri'.l i,', of II_
_'{l_'_t i_m t_rm:(",s are Crlai,,i I_ I'(:[llOI_' f,(_ll',il_q ',lily'i(",. [oV r.,.,_,ml,l '.
,_,,i,',,, ',.,_ [.he t,lie_L th,_l, ,,uu an!ll_, _:an I_,_w_tm i_,_,l_, t-l,_,,,,ifit,_t i_,l_
I .....
results,' the presence of clauds may lead to diffuse rather than collimated
irradiation of the tar!let of interest. Also, nlany early studies of soll
reflectance propert.ies utilized a laborat(_ry integratin(l sphere reflectometer
whose directional characteristics differ from bidirectional r'eflectance factor
measurements. The technical basis for bidirectional reflectance factor
measurements allows for' direct _omparison of field-collected data with labo-
ratory-collected data when a standard calibration procedure is closely fol-
lowed (DeWitt and Robinson 1976; Leamer, et al., 1973).
The fundanlental property describing the geometrical reflectance dis-
tribution characteristics of a surface is the bidirectional reflectance
distribution function. Immeasurable amounts of radiant flux through infini-
tesimal elements of solid angle render this function useful only as an under-
lying concept, with a more practical measure beinq bidirectional reflectance
factor (DRF). Bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) can be described as
the ratio of the flux reflected by an object under specified conditions of
irradiation and viewing to that reflected by the ideal, completely reflect-
ing, perfectly diffusing surface, identically irradiated and viewed with the
restriction that measurements are made through negligibly small solid angles
of illumination and viewing (Nicodemus, et al., 1977).
A BRF reflectometer developed as an accessory to a field spectroradiometer
l)ermits conditions of variable incident irradiance of a horizontally placed
3.2cm diameter soil area (DeWitt and Robinson, 1976). In this manner, spe-
cially prepared soil samples can be irradiated and viewed from above, thus
simulating the remote sensing situation as closely as possible. Quantitative
measurements of soil reflectance using this instrument setup have been helpful
In relating BRF to important soil properties (Beck, et al., 1976; Montgomery
and Baunlgardner, 1974; Montgomery, 1976).
Most commercially available spectroradiometers were designed for ab-
sorption or transmission measurements with accessories available for measure.-
ment of hemispherical reflectance, often with an integrating sphere-(HunL
and Ross, 1967). Aside from the differing conditions of directional-hemi-
sphelical reflectance, these reflectance accessories often required that
Lhe sample be mounted vertically (Mathews, et al., 1973) or even horizon-
tally v;ith the beam impinging on the sample from below (Lindberg and Snyder,
1972). This _'equired awkward soil sample preparation techniques involving
hit]h pl.'e._,sclre compaction of finely sieved soil into bottle caps or-..the use
of _llass microscope slides to hold the soil in place (Bowers and Hanks, 1965;
C,ondlt, 1972; Lindberg and Snyder, 1972; Mathews, et al., 1973b; Obukhov and
Orlov, 1964; Schr_ier, 1977). As a result, the remote sensing data gathering
..'.,ituatien was not reproduced and soil sample ureparation for control of impor-
tant :noisture variables and soil surface conditions was made aifficult.
Spe_c_ti_al_R_e.f_lectance of Surface__So_il s
Green Veflet.ative Cover
The spectral composition of the reflected radiation froh; soil is stri-
kin_lly _Jifferent from that of plants (Gates, 1963; Gates, 1965). Si'_(j!e
l,_'aves exhibiL absorption maxima in the bll,e and red at 0.4/ and 0.681:m,
resnectively, while the familiar Green reflectance peak occurs at O.bbi_m.
............ . , , . , , ..... ,- ;" i'_.-_
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loI.<illac:kof Iriqlilonl.,lh.gorl_l.ion and lack of..,Iplme_:ial_leah'_orl_limlh.y li<lui_l
w_lt.er result.s in sLronq m,ar in1:rarc+d telloci;ante, in heal t:hy lt,_ves I'rtml t)./
i.o 1 o;ti,iio Ma.ioi' watctr ab:4orpl;ion b<llld_ at+l+eai' al: 1.4!+ aild 1 .!)!+l,ll in l_.mvt!,.;
<is t.lli_,.y dr+ ill iiioisL .<mils (Myol's and Allell, }06<'-',). i)ll/','il.7, Illnrl)holofl.y, aild
condiLion of the !ltmlllet;rical arl'anqelilt, n l+ of l o<ives in it pla_ll, cilnotLY dt, Lt,l +..-
illitle l.he e×l:eilt to which clreon veqetat.ive cove.r affect.s the I'(._[lecDillCe fiOlli
,.+tirfaco soils (lloffer and ,]ollannsen, 1{)69), Girard-GalmOau (1!175) rel+orl.ed
tirol, tip l.o a VO+letative cow-or of 15it. a .suM+ace apl_ears as <.>oil wtleroas ill
excess of 4Or, cover, tlie spectral hehavior reseillhles that of Ve{lel.ation.
Near infrared wavelength data fro,1 cliflitized t_hoto!_ral_hs wm'_: use.d t.<_
estimate percent llround cover in a maize canol_y oil both a Mollisol aml an
Alrisol (Stoner, et al., 1976). Usin{I aircraft i!iultispectral sCcll;li(!l- d,,t.a,
kristof and l_aulmlardner (1975) found that the ratio between rclative ,'clio:.
•tance in the infrared spectrunl could be used to characterize the seasonal
variation which is intimately connected with chamles in m"een veclet, ative
cow;r. Imlmrtantly, soil l)atterns remained visible in spite of dense mal:_e
cover well into the !lrowinq seasmi.
Although dense vegetative canopies of crops or naturally occurril;g 'rllant
colnmtmities may mask the soils themselves, it is illlportant to realize that
iti!ierent fertility, drainage, and Iiloisture holdin{l cal)aci_y diPferer, ces
:_mor,,.l soils tend to influence the vegetative !lrolvth on these soils. Thu_,,
•:l thou!lil the soil itself eventually is masked by plant canol, ies, the canopy
v,irfus in phenological and NIorphological characteristics wit:h diffl, renl;
;t)ils (We_tin and Lelllme, 1978). In this way, qreen veqetative cover is
,:!:<.r;ally important in soil maPl)iil!l of wild area.<; of natiw veqetaLioi_
.:<_e: (t_k.!!zani, 1969).
Non-Soil Re,._idu(,_
COllllllOlI seasonal COlllpollelltS of l'()l;lOt-t)ly SOlltqed {lrOtlild .<;cefies ,ll'o llnil-
.<_il, noll--ql'eel/ vegetation residues of .<.chested vegetaLion or ewn ,..now and
•Jc:e ill LelllpOi'ate ;_'0lieS. Althoh[l}l tOpoGraphic illforlllatioll Ilkl.y bf' obtain,,d
irol,i snow-covered areas (Lewis, et al., 1{)75), tlCIlt, l'all,v the prosl,llt:o of
.<;llOWcover" oilly obsctires t.he soil patterns of: ill(:(_i'est Jii st)i ] ill<tpl_iliq,
aild winter-collected data are UStlall.v avoided. I{ i.<; i_o! ullcOllllllOrl, llow-
evei, in cultivated regions to have a cow:,r of: crop residue tm the soil
_ul'face at {illles Of the .year tllat would <)ttll:,rwi,,e k, ich,al for oht</illi!l_l
i'elllOtOl), SelIsod data f-i'olll qo i I s ( Stnnt, r nlld tfm'va t h, 1q71 ).
%eriesce(! l_avt, s beh,lvl, dil:leronl.ly in tim m',_r i,f:l'<lrt'd wav_,lc, i_qttl
rc,qJOll l;han do live, hea]{-h.v ]eaves ((]allhlqal/, (Yr. al., |cl;,'ti). l.lhc,l't,,l!; ,;;tll-
l iplr leaf: la.vors of: hc;,althy fll'<,l,n ]rave'., e;<t_ihit (,nh,ilicc,_l rullec:lai_c:_ <11_
{._._,l sl.,_ck oi: eiqilt leaves, <4elle';ct, d lt'avt:s tit) nol stiow 4,iiCl'CJt-,t'tl j!lil',l!"_,_t
rc'ftc't:l:allce l_c7oild l._vo or three l_,,ll ]a.vors. AircraFt alltl ._l_at:ecr,lll
rt, l l(,rt<ilit'o tllr,lstlt'elllt,nl.!_ wtrI _1 ii_)l, be C,Xl_OcLc'ct t.t_ di,_t inqtli';ll hel.wet,ll
tllt;t,i_,nl cluil',itit'_ of m,I .... ,,',' Ve_l_,l:<ll [,')n.
I irlct Sl_,c:lrt_r,ldio!lietrJ_ illve:;I i_l,tt inil,, ,,ti_w_,_l lhal htiq,ll'c,llll' t l'Ol,
l'_....i ltlll' I J1I rrl'(! llll [ ill' ',1)J] <,lltla_ i' llad liJuhei ! i, 1 I rrt,liit i, I }l,lll I,ale
,t_il. l_llf llt._t ,,l,lndiilq ',iifl,lrt;ant _ tl'l_tl i-_,.-,idur Ii,ld I_wt, i it,llc<l,lilr_, Iil,,rl
l.t','i, • I (t;dll";!!ldll, _'l al., l_17h]. !_,.,i(l_,l<, _lv'c,_t'd ,,(lil,; t,_ ,t ,,..l_.i,,i,
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of crops and qrasses were best discriminated from bare soils with Landsat
reflectance measurements from 0.5 to 0.61mi in the visible region of the
spectrum. Further work by Gauslnan, et al. (1977) with wheat straw sug-
gested that the near infrared region from 0.75 to 1.311nl seemed better than
the visible region or water absorption bands for distinguishing among
reflectances of soil-tilia(le-straw treatments.
Again, as in the case of green vecletation cover, indications are that
the presence of non-soil residue does not fully obscure detectable soil
patterns when areas of similar residue cover are isolated and classified
separately usinq airborne scanner data (Stoner and Horvath, 1971). Field
spectroradiometric studies of maize residue cover on an Alfisol and Mollisol
provide evidence that the characteristic trends of spectral cu yes for these
soils are not altered by residue cover or moisture differences _Stoner, et
I al., 197g).
Surface Roughness and Crusting
Early remote sensing research in soils recognized the fact that soils
often formed a surface crust that could make a soil appear dry when it was
actually wet. (Hoffer and Johannsen, 1969). Cipra, et al (1971) found that
crusted surfaces gave higher reflectance values in the 0.43 to 0.73_,n wave-
length region than did _Tils with the crust broken. The lower reflectance
of the disturbed soil was attributed to the rouqh surface which presumably
' caused scattering of light as well as a shadowing effect. Surface roughness
of a sandy Alfisol appeared to override the effects of moisture on _eflec-
I fence (Johannsen, 1969).
I Sensor view angle of most reflectance-type measuring devices is normal
to the surface being viewed, but important illumination angle effects cam..
I monly result from differences in solar elevation angle with time of day a ld
season of the year. Recently cultivated soils, aside from their generaliy
hiqher surface moisture content than undisturbed soils, often exhibit a
random geometry of reflecting surfaces whose overall reflectance may vary
with illumination angle (Crown and Pawluck, 1974; Coulson and Reynolds,
i971). Tilled clay soiI broken into aggregates several centimeters in size
demonstrated marked differences in reflectance as a function of sun eleva-
tion (COUiSOn and Reynolds, 197!). A strong decrease in reflectance occurred
with increasing sun elevation, possibly caused by trapping of radiation
amc;nq t.he coarse particles as the fraction of incident radiation entering
the spaces increased with increasing sun elevation. Soils with well-defined
structure in %he plow layer were found to reflect 15 to 20% less l_(lht enerqy
tllan structureless soils (Obukhov and Orlov, 1964).
Dif'ficulties in fully characterizing the moisture content and surface
rousilness of soils under various tillage treatments make this ar_,a one nf
the least understood areas of surface soil reflectance.
1
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Soil Moisture
It is a common observation that most soils appear darker when wet Lhan
when dry. This results from decreased reflectance of incident radiation in
the visible region of the spectrum. Angstrom (1925) attributed this darken-
ing effect of moisture in soils to internal total reflections within the
thin water film covering soil particles. It was felt that a portion of Lhe
energy would not be reflected to space but would be re-reflected between
the surface of the particle and the surface of the water film. Planet (1970)
indicated that the reflectance difference of a soil between its dry and wet
states could be determined if the following factors were taken into arca_mt:
l) variations in index of refraction of the water due to dissolved soil ccn.-
stituents, 2) changes in the physical nature of soil particles by the pres.-
ence of water, and 3) similarities in the indices of refraction of the sol _,
and water leading to the Christiansen effect.
Hoffer and Johannsen (1969) showed that moist soils had an overall
lower reflectance than their dry counterpart in the 0.4 to 2.6urn wavelength
reqion. Bowers and Hanks (1965) noted a lowering in reflectance for New-
tonia silt loam at six increasing soil moisture contents over the wavelength
range of 0.5 to 2.51mI. Obukhov and Orlo-v (1964) observed that the spectral
curve does not change in appearance upon wetting of soil and that the ratio
of tile reflectance of moist soil to that of dry soil remained practically
constant in the visible portion of the spectrum. It was also noted that r.i_e
decrease in reflectance was greater upon wetting of forest soils contair_inq
little organic matter than upon wetting of l._rairie soils, high in organic
matter. Condit (1970, 1972), in his well-known study of 160 soils from
36 states in the United States was able to identify three characteristic
shapes of reflectance curves in the 0.32 to l.O_,m wavelength range. Al-
though the curve shape was not noted to change between dry and wet soil
reflectance readinns, the soi-I moisture content was not reported for' any
of the soil samples. The need for carefully controlled moisture tensior_
equilibria and soil moisture content determination in soil reflectance
studies was recognized by Beck, et al. (1976).
The shape of soil reflectance curves is aPfected by the presence of
strong water absorption bands at I.,15 and 1.951ml, and occasionally weaker
water absorption bands at 0.97, 1.2 and 1.771tm. Specifically, these hand_.
are overtones and combinations of the three fundamental vibrational Fre-
quencies of the water molecule which occur beyond 2.5_mi (Bowers and SmiLh,
1972). The band at 1.941ml, a combirlabion of the _,., _ ,,; fundamental fre-
quencies is the most sensitive to water, and has be.en found best for relatinq
.6._).refle_:tance nleasurements to soil moisture content (Bowers and Hanks, l Q
An ahsorption band at 2.21,n was not identified in early studies (Bowms
and Hanks, 1965) but was later identified as a vibrational mode of the
hydroxyl ion (Hunt and Salisbury, Ig70). Absorption due to the h.ydroxyl
ion al_o qives rise I:o a band at 1.451,,, tim same as that of liquid water.
The al_l)earance of the 1.451,, hand without the 1.951,n band indicat.e_ that
hydroxyl _irf)ups and not frf._e water are pre,.,ent in the inateriaIl. SlJarl_
ba_ds aL 1.45 and 1.951ml indicate that thu waLer molecules are l_:ut.e,! i,_
well defined ordered sites wlYile hroad bands at. these wavelenflt, hh indi_,,l,'
th._ #l:,,v are relatively u_nrdered, a_ _'_ often !:he (:a,_e in nat_rallv
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occurring soils. Weak absorption bands at 0.97, 1.2 and 1.771mI correspond
to the absorption bands observed in transmission spectra of water of a few
millimeters in thickness (l_indberg and Snyder, Ic)72). These weak water
absorption bands can he assigned in terms of water vibrations, with the
additional combination of librations of the water molecule in the 1.771ml
(Hunt and Salisbury, 1971b).
Beck, et al. (1976) found that of several 'factors studied, soil moisture
had the greatest influence on soil reflectance at the one-third bar moisture
tension level. Because of the impracticality of measuring soil reflectance
in the field in tile 1.951Jni water absorption band (also a region of strong
atmospheric water absorption), reflectance in the 1.50 to 1.73_mi wavelength
region was suggested as the best possibility for mapping water content in
surface soils. Although the importance of soil moisture to reflectance
was recognized by Montgomery (1974, 1976) the contribution of this parameter
to soil reflectance was not evaluated quantitatively because of the air dry
state in which all of the soil samples were measured.
Bowers and Smith (1972) showed that a linear relation between absor-
bance and percent soil water was adequate for moisture determination fronl
air dry to the moisture equivalent. The practicality of an absorbance
measurement at 1.94_mi, however, is limited to laboratory applications.
Peterson, et al. (1979) demonstrated that the loss of reflectance from the
oven dry state to .field capacity for 15 surface Mollisols and Alfisois from
central Indiana is definitely related to the oven dry reflectances of these
soils. This relationship held true for visible as well as near and middl,}
infrared reflective bands. These results point to the existence of o_'.J_.r'ly
relationships among soil moisture tensions and soil reflectance vaie_s.
Organic Matter
Soil organic matter content and composition of organic constituen;:s are
known to have a stronn influence on soil reflectance. A qeneral observation
has been that as organic matter content increases, soil reflectance de-
creases throughout the 0.4 to 2.51mi wavelength range (Hoffer and Johannsen,
1969). Baumgardner, et al. (I-970) found that organic matter plays a de,,i-
inant role in bestowing spectral properties to soils when the organic matter
content exceeds 2.0 percent. As the organic ,latter drops below two percent
it becomes less effective in masking out the effects of other soil consti.-
tuents. Although it was not recognized by Condit (1970, 1972), his lype l
and Type 2 curves corresponded respectively to the reflectance curves of
high surface organic content Mollisols and low surface organic content
AIfisols (Cipra, et al., 1971).
Or_lanic constituents including humic and fulvic acid and nonspeciflc
compounds including decomposing plant residues are known to influence soil
reflectance to differing degrees (Obukhov and Orlov, 1964), although the
contribution of each has been difficult In quantify. Montqomery (19/6)
founo that soil reflectance in the 0.60 to l.lOum region had the highest
correlation with certain organic constituents. Bette_" tochniques for deter-
,lining specific organic constituents are needed to help clarify their con-
tribution to soil reflectance.
I-'.I-
Cxidat, ion of organic matter in a soil sa,lple wiLh k120_ resulted in in-
creased reflectance from 0.4 to 2.4tml, although the diffL_.rence 'in r_fl.:ct_,_n(.cr_- -,
_._,_ynnd1.31,!I became very small (Bowers and Hanks, 1965). Mathews, et al.
tI073) destroyed the organic matter 'in a 12.8% organic matter silty clay
_oil with the resulCing reflectance being increased greatly from 0 4 to
i.3:,m, while the reflectance actually decreased slightly from 1.5 to 2.4:mi
Regression studies indicated that organic nlatter contcnL could be re-
lated to soil reflectance by a curvilinear exponential function (Schreier:
1977). Mathews, et al. (1973) found that organic matter correlated most
llighly with reflectance in the 0.5 to 1.2!,n range, while Beck, et al. (_g76)
suggested that the o.go to 1.22_mi range was best for mapping organic carbon
•in soils. Montgomery (1976) indicated that organic matter contents as high
as 9.0% did not appear to mask out the contributions of other soil parame...
ters to soil reflectance. Montgomery differed from Beck in recommending tile
visible wavelength region as the best for spectral measurement of organic
matter content in soils.
Particle Size Distribution
Aside from the reflectance differences cited earlier which can be
accounted for by differences in surface roughness and soil structure, soil
particle size and shape as well as the size and shape of soil aggregates
resulting from nlild crushing appear to influence soil reflectance in
varying manners, Bowers and Hanks (1965) measured the reflectance of pure
kaolinite in size fractions from 0.022 to 2.68mni dia (coarse silt to very
,uarse _and particle size classes) and found a rapid exponential increase
in reflectance at all wavelengths between 0.4 and l.Oum with decreasing
.qarticle size. The most notable increases in reflectance occurred at
sizes less than 0.4ram dia (approximately medium sand particle size class 1
and finer). It was felt that particles or aggregates larger than 2-3mni
dia would have liJ_tle influence on additional absorption of solar enerqy.
Orlov (1966) found the reflectance of aggregates from 0.25 to lOmm
, in diameter to vary little for Mollisol-type soils. However, for the frac--
i tion less than 0.25ram dia (fine sand particle size class and finer) re-
r fiectance increased, a fact that Orlov attributed ILo sharp changes in
chemical composition of aggregates less than 0.2511111ldia compared with
coarser aggregates.
Surface roughness on a micro scale may be the deter'mining factor in
explaining changes in reflectance as a function of particle or aggregate
dia,leter. Bowers and Hanks (Ig65) observed that as !)article size de-
creased, the surface of kaolinite became smoother. Similarly, Orlov (1966)
found _hat fine particles filled a volu,le more completely and gave a more
even surface. Coarse aggregates, having an irregular silape, formed a
complex surface with a large number of interagflreqate spaces. As light:
falls on larcle, irregularly shaped aggregates, lllost of the incidenL flux
penetrates into l i_lht traps and is completely extinguished there.
Ilunt, et al. (1970, 1971a, lg71b, Ig71c, 1,173a, 1973b, 1973c, 197zI_
Ig7fia, 19761))mensured the reflectance of a large number oi nlinernls atld
J ' ( ) (: k ( I i _J four size f ractioiIs: ()-0.005 I11',II, _)-().()7'l lillll, ().{17q-(i./I, I')'II,
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and 0.25-I.? ram. For silicate and carbonate minerals it was noted that the
general effect of decreasing the particle size of the sampl_;'., was to increase
the reflectance at all wavelengths and to decrease the contrast of ally well-
resolved spectral features. Conversely to previously mentioned studies, in
the case of oxides and suIphides the reflectance as a function of wavelength !sometimes actually decreased with decreasing particle size. This phenomenon _'appeared to occur in materials of very low reflectance. As in other studies,however, it was found that only intec]ral reflection varied with particlediameter, whereas the shape of the spectral curve remained the same.
Regression studies by Montgomery (1974, 1976) found silt content to be
the single most significant parameter in explaining the spectral variations
in soils. It was felt that the significance of silt content may have been
attributable to the size of the silt particles relative to the reflective
wavelengths. Beck, et al. (1976), studying predominantly silty soils, con-
cluded that the wavelength region from 1.50 to 1.731mi was best for mapping
clay content in surface soils.
Iron Oxides
The type and relative amount of constituent iron oxides are known to
influence the colors of red and yellow soils high in sesquioxide clays
(Bigham, et al., 1978). Predominantly yellow soils high in goethite were
found to absorb more phosphate per unit weight than did otherwise similar
red soils high in hematite. Soil spectral reflectances may be meaningful
criteria for both taxonomic and management separations in highly weathered
soils.
Obukhov and Orlov (1964) reported that soils with an eleva%ed content
of iron could be easily distinguisheLi by the inflection characteristic fo_"
pure Fe_O.. They found the intensity of the reflection in the region from
0.5 to O._41Jm inversely proportional to the iron content. Karmanov (1970)
noted tnat the reflection intensity of iron hydroxides containing little
water and having a dark brown-red color increased most strongly in the
wave interval from 0.554 to 0.596um while that of hydrous iron oxides in-
crease'a most strongly in the wave range from 0.50 to 0.54_m. Neither of
these studies investigated iron oxide reflectance beyond the visible wave-
lengths.
Most of the well-resolved electronic features of iron oxides in min-
erals and rocks can be attributed to transitions in the iron cations (Hunt,
et _I., 197!b). Typically, the ferrous ion produces the band near l.OHm
,_u,_.to the spin allowed transition between the Eq and T2g quintet levels
into which the D ground state splits in an octah_dral crj#stal field. For
the ferric ion, the major bands produced in the spectrum are a result of
transition from the GAIg ground state to 4TI_ at about 0.871_m; and to 4T_;e
at 0.7 m. Whereas onlyl'i_i by weight of fine_y powdered hematite was foun_
to alter -_clayey, yellow Oxisol from I(I¥R to 5YR in color (Resende, 1976),
as little as 0.0005";; of iron by weiclht was capable of producing a percep-
tible iron band at 0.871mi in a hi qhl.y transparent calcite mineral (Hunt
and Salisbury, 1971a). In addition to the ferrous iron band at l.Ol_m,
another ab_,orption band near l.O_ml has been identified in a sample of gibb-
site as a second overtone and combination of stretching modes of _ the hy-
droxyl radical (Hunt, etal., lq71!_).
Montgomery (1976) found the free iron oxide cont_mt of -;oil t:c.)he, s'ig.-
nificant in both visil._le and infrared regions of the Sl:)eci;rum, l)ul: obser_od
that l:he significance of iron increased w'ith increasing waveleriflLh, lhe
!_resence of organic matter did not diminish the contribul:ion of iron to
_,oiI reflectance. Percent iron in iron-organic, coniplcxe=,,,._- along witli per.
cent; carbon and exchangeable Mg and K were most significantly correlated
with spectral nleasurements in a study by Schreier (1977). The narrowness
i of inlrared iron absorption bands is inconlpatible with the broad infrared
i waveIr.nflth bands of the present l..andsat satellites, and may render quanti.-
,' tative comparisons of reflectance wii:h iron oxide leve'Is in soils impractical.t
Clay Mineralogy
Examination of the reflectance spectra of montmorillonite and kaolinite
group clay minerals indicates that they owe the inajor "Features of the4r ab-
sorption spectra to the presence of water (Lindberg and Snyder, 19727. Very
strong molecular water bands at 1.4 and 1.9iml are due to the bound, wate _
typical of. montmorillonites (Hunt and Salisbury, 1970). Strong hydroxyl
bands centered at 1.4 and 2.2Hm are typical of kaolinite reflectance, with
the lack of appreciable bound water resulting in only a weak band at 1.9_,m.
fhe presence of a small amount of the ferrous ion results "in a slight band
near l.Oim_ in kaolinite, while ferrous iron in a six fold site in nlont-
morillonite results in a strong band at l.OiIInl. Mathews, et al. (19t3, .'_e_,-
sured a consistently low reflectance response for wavelengths less than
I.7_m1 in a sample of illite and showed low absorption intensities for t_e
water and hydroxyl bands when compared to kaolinite and nontronite (mont-
morillonite group) samples. For most kaolinite and montmorillonite group
minerals, a general decrease in reflectance occurs with decreasinf_ wave-
length beginnin.g at about O.7Hm (Lindberg and Snyder, 1972).
Aside from the si-licate clay minerals, sesquioxides typical of highly
weathered soil regions present reflectance spectra dominated by ferric iron
and occasionally by hydroxides. Samples of hematite, limonite, and qoe-
thite exhibit well-defined ferric iron absorption bands near O.9Hm (Hunt,
et al., 19TIb). Gibbsite, whose chemical formula is AI(OH) 3, shows a weak
but relatively sharp band at l.Opm attributed to overtones of AI-O-H bending
modes and combinations of stretching modes. Magnetite samples display overall
low reflectance, changing very little throughout the visible and infrared.
This opaque, spectrally featureless spectral behavior is due to iron oxide
and titanium conduction bands extending throughout the speci:ral ran[le.
Soil clays occur in intimate combination with other soil constituents.
Mixed clay mineralogies are more common than clay mineralogie.s predominated
by single clay types. Montgomery (1976) analyzed separately a group of
montmorillonitic mineralogy soils and noted little difference between sta-
tistical correlations of reflectance and soil properties for this group and
for soils as a whole. The contribution of the mineralogy of size fractions
other than clay to soil reflectance has not been reported but is prol)ably
i 1111)orl a n!:.
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Parent Material
Mathews, et al. (1973) First demonstrated the influence of soil parent
material on soil reflectance. R_,flectance curves for sr)iIs dev_.loped From
limestone, shale, and sandstone exhibited contrastin!}, characteristic shapes
and were separable at all wavelengths. Schreier (1977) also noted that
soil parent material seemed to affect the overall spectral reflectance of
soils developed from deltaic, organic, marine alluvial, and outwash materials.
Hunt, etal. (1973b, 1973c, 1974) observed that the overall reflectance in-
tensities of igneous rocks decreased from acid to intermediate to basic,
with ultrabasic forms always displaying a well-defined ferrous iron band
near l.O_m1. These flndings suggest that local geographic areas of similar
parent material may best be studied separately when trying to relate soil
reflectance to other soil parameters. Just such an approach was used suc-
cessfully to separate drainage classes within parent material groups in
Jasper County, Indiana (Weismiller, et al., 1979).
A_ ml_icab_i_l_ity o_f_La_bora_to_ry lea_ Eed__.Sgi]....Ref_!_eFta.nce
to Airborne Sensor Data
Differences in laboratory instrument and airborne sensor configura-
tions complicate comparisons of soil reFlectance-measured by these methods.
Whereas most laboratory instruments utilize calibration standards viewed
and irradiated identically to the target, airborne sensors must often rely
on internal calibration sources. Solar radiation and atmospheric attenua-
tion may vary from one airborne sensor flight to another.
Laboratory and f_eld spectra of moist Alfisol and Mollisol surface
soils measured with the same spectroradiometer and calibrated to a pressed
barium sulphate standard exhibited characteristically-shaped spectral curves
for both soils (Stoner, etal., 1979). Spectral response for either soil
measured in the field was about 1.5 times greater than the spectral response
ef laboratory-measured.moist soils at any qiven wavelength from 0.52 to ,_
1.75;m_. Lower moisture levels and formation of a drier surface crust could
easily account for the observed spectral differences, but importantly the ]
_-bility to extent1 laboratory-measured soil spectra to field conditions was ....
dem(;ristrated.
Hay and Petersen (1975) attempted to correct for solar radiation and
atmo:-,pnericattenuation in comparing airborne multispectral scanner data to
laboratory reflectance spectra of soil. By using supervised and unsuper-
vised classlfication routines, computer-generated maps usinq the laboratory
and mulT.ispectral scanner derived reflectances resulted in maps that com-
pared well with field survey maps. An agreement of 90% was obtained betweer.
classification maps produced using multispectral scanner derived reflec-
t_nce and laboratory derived reflectance could be substituted for multi-
siJectral scanner response data with only a slight decrease in soil mal)pin_l
accuracy.
Re_]at: } o_shi].)s __]f.::S,o!]..Refl e_cta_nce,_to Si.t__e_Cbal:_acte}'_ist:i..c.s_
Soil reflectance, expressed in terms of soil color, has been fouqd t-)
h{: a qood indicator of soil characteristics of use in the study of soil
:-lenesi s and i n arri vin(] at conc I usions concerni n(l t.hei r best manaqcinent
and use (Kohnke, 1968). Soil in humid temperate and cold zones are
predoi,ir, anl:ly grayish. Red arid yellow soils are found mostly it. l:he sub-.
i:ropics and i;ropics, althougll liinesi;nne-derived soils can be red (,w;n in
warm telilperal;e regions, l.ocal topography influences soil color he,cause of
t.he higher organic inatter contenL in depressional areas. Eroded arid depo,,i..
l iona] areas exhil)il, altered soil colors as a result of relieF differerice_>.
Poorly drained soils exhibit darker colors because of a nlicro-cliinaLe of
_"edu(:i rift corld i t ions.
Kohnke, et al. (1968) expressed climate by the use of a precipitation
and teml:)erature index called the "biofactor" arid found this factor l-lighly
correlated with pH, exchangeable hydrogen, cation exchange capacity, nltrogerl
content and organic carbon for the surface 25 cm of soils i:rom many courrt.ries.
Silnil ar correlations were obtained using the Thornthwai te (1948) moi stl, re
index, hub the biofactor was preferred because of its simplicity. Buntle'/
and Westin (1965) studied color development across a climosequenge of grass-
land soils, concluding that quantitative numerical color-developn!ent equi--
valents yielded results that were characteristically similar within great
soil fjroups and dissimilar among great soil groups. Montqomery (1976) oh-.
Lained higher correlations between soil reflectance and physicochemical
pr'operties of soils when soils from similar climatic zones were grouped
together.
Free iron is kmown to decrease in soils of increasingly poor natural
d,'ainage, thus making drainage class an important soil site characteristic
in understanding soil reflectance (Buol, et al., 1973). In soils-with
weatherabie iron-bearinq minerals, the a.qe of formation of soils is clo:.'.ely
related to their reflectance properties because of the observed increase in
-:.lle percentaqe of free iron with increasing weathering.
MATFRIALS AND METHODS
s0jl_S ,!ploSe!.ecljon
Approximately 240 soils, representing a statistical sampling of the
more than lO,O00 soil series in the United States were selected for this
study. Selections were made from a list of the more than 1300 benchmark
soil series in the United States and Caribbean Area (Soil Survey Staff.
1972). Benchmark soil series represent these soils with a large ,,_.,.gr_.,.ic
extent and whose broad range of characteristics renders these soil._ so w-:,lely
applicable for study. Information about these benchmark soils can be ex-
tended to many of those closely related in classification and geoqrapn.y.
The type location of each benchmark soil series was marked on a map oi
United States counties to show the representative geographic IocaLion where
the described soil profile meets the central concept for that series.
Soil sample selection was based on a stratification of the 4U conligu'aus
states in the U.S. into climatic zout;_ l,a_ed on :-ioil t(.,i,_i_e_aLure r_di,,e a,_,l
moisl:ure zone delineation (Figure l). An adequatu number of soil samples
was de',i;ed to represent each climatic region approximately itl prol)ortic)n
[q the qn,_qrnt,hic extent of the seventeen regions.
Fach individual soil has a characteristic telnl_erature regime that {.,q;_
be mea:,ured and described. For l)ractici_l ren',ons, ihe soil l:emperal.l_r_
_v!]im_, can be described by the mean annuai soil teulperal.ur_' and !:... ..,
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seasnn,tl iluct.u,_t:ions from that mean at: a depth oF 50 cm (Soil Survey
SlatF, lq/5), lhe mean ,mlun_l ._(_il t.emper,lture is relaLed most closely
t.ot.heme,_nilnnuala ir t._,mlmratureand can be estimat.edFor llIIIChof t.heUIvitedSI.aI._,_b.vaddin_ l°C i.ot.hemean almu,llair temperature (Smith,
_,I,aI., Iq64). This ,lakc,._it po_sible for maps oF soil I_elnl)erature
re!limesto be drawn in the absence of necessarily lamle numbers of soil
t:emperaturemea._urements(FAO-UNESCO, 1975). The four classes of soil
ten4_eraturereqil,e.,lostwidely occurring in tile48 (:ontiquousstates
are defined in the U..S..Soil laxonomy as shown in Table I.
Moisture zone classification is not as straightforward as soil temper-
ature classification, but many systems have _heenproposed and modified to
describe adequately tllewater balance at the earth's surface. Thornthwaite
(1948) modified an earlier "precipitation effectiveness" classification by
calculating the potential evapotranspiration and comparinq it with precipi-
tation to develop measures of water surplus and water deficiency. Thorn-
t.hwaite'sbasis for climatic classification consists of a moisture stress
index dependent only on potential evapotranspiration and precipitation.
Five main moisture zones are defined on this basis in the 48 contiguous
slates (Table 2).
Only those soils whose type locations were at least one county away
from a climatic zone boundary were considered for this study. Some cli-
marie zones had very few benchmark soils, and in these cases all benchmark
soils within these zones were chosen for study. To facilitate field samplin.q
by Soil Conservation Service personnel it was necessary to choose approxi-
mately twenty percent of ti_e benchmark soils based on the presence of field
mapping parties in counties that were type locations for potential soils of
interest. Aside from these restrictions, a random sampling procedure was
used within each stratified climatic zone to select the desired number of
soils for each climatic reqion. The resulting distribution of soil samples
covers a well-scattered pattern encompassin(l seventeen continental cli,latic
zones in 39 of the lower 48 states of the United States (Figure I, Table
3, Appendix Table I0). In addition, the distribution of benchmark soils
selected for this study is very similar to the proportional areal extent
oF the nine soil orders found in the continental United States (Table 4).
Fj?)d_.sa, P]i_n_9_
The Soil Survey Investiqations I)ivisionof the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice (USIIA)cooperated with the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
(IARS)/I'urdueUniversity by taking responsibility for field collection of the
m,quest.ed soil _amples. Soil (/onserw_tion Service field survey personnel
were respo,sible for saluple collection of benchmark soi}s in their locality.
Over _)5':,of the request_d benchmark soil seri_,s were sainpled, properly iden-
tified, and _orwarded to LARS for analysis.
Samplinq quidelines specified that all soils should b_,sanll_ledat
site_ that represent: the dominant use of the benchmark soil in question.
s,l,ll;les were collected in cultivated sites if this was the dominant use.
lhe fi_',,t site for each soil was near the type location For the current
otlicial series t,o assure corlfurmity tc_ the centl'a] concep! of tile henchmav-k
soil ,_erie,,. Care was taken to aw)id areas next to !lravel roads, fence rows,
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Table I. U.S. (.axonomic soil temperature regimes (Soil Survey Staff,
1975).
temperature class* mean annual soil temperature
frigid MAST< 8°C
mesic 8°C < MAST< 15°C
thermic 15°C < MAST< 22°C
hyperthermic 22°C < MAST I
- 1
*Difference between mean summerand winter temperatures for all classes
is more than 5°C at a depth of 50 cm.
Table 2. Moisture zones according to Thornthwaite (I_4_).
_T:oisture zone n;oisturc index
perhumid I00 and above
humid 20 to 100
subhumid -20 to 20
semiarid -40 to -20
arid -60 to -.I0
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Table 3,. Distributiopof soil series by climatic zone.
moisture zone
temperature
.._ime arid semiarid subhumid humid perhumid
subtotals
frigid 2 9 21 19 51
mesic 16 23_ 23 37 6 105
thermic 12 l0 l8 30 70
hyperthermic 1 5 2 6 I
subtotals 31 47 64 92 6 240
Itotal)
!eble 4. Distributionof soils by soil order.
benchmarksoil series United States extent
soiI order number percent 2ercent
Mo]lisol 73 30.4 24,6
Alfisol 40 16.7 13.4
Entiso] 39 16.2 7,9
Aridisol 25 I0.4 ll.5
Ultisol 22 9.2 12.9
Inceptisol 18 7.5 18.2
Spodosol 15 6.2 5.1
Vertisol 4 1.7 l.O
Histosol 4 1.7 0.5
240 total
i
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old farmsteads, and any other areas of undesirable chemical or physical
alteration of the soil profile.
A second profile was located at a site about two to thirty kilometers
from the first site and in a different mapping delineation. Samplin_l sites
were investiqated to verify the similarity of profile characteristics at
the two locations before duplicate samples were taken. Specifically,
obviously different surface texture phases were not desired.
Samples represented the surface soil only and contained material from
0 to 15 cm, if depth to a B horizon permitted. About two kilograms of
soil were sampled at each site. Sample bags were identified as to soil
series name, county, and soil survey sample number. Additional information
regarding exact sampling location, physiographic position, topography,
drainage, vegetation, and parent material was requested for each soil sample.
The duplicate samples of 240 benchmark soil series form a collection of
480 surface soil samples for detailed measurement of physicochemical char-
acteristics and reflectance properties as they would be viewed by airborne
sensors. All samples conform to the central concept of each individual
soil series as each soil would be identified and mapped by an experienced
soil surveyor in the field.
Soil Sample Preparation
After receipt of the soil samples and initial data logging, samples
were dried, mildly crushed with a wooden rolling pin to break up clods, and
passed through a I0 mesh sieve to remove all particles and aggregates larger
than 2 mmdiameter. Use of the soil size fraction less than 2 mmdiameter
for soil reflectance measurements was an attempt to standardize this proce- _
dure in line with the use of this same size fraction for most laboratory I
determinations of soil properties (SCS-USDA, 1972; Franzmeier, et al., 1977).
Sieved soil samples were carefully divided and placed in cardboard I
containers which were identified as to soil series name, sampling number,
and county where sampled. For each soil sample, one quart container was .I
placed in storage at LARS for possible future study, while subsamples for I
soil characterization and spectral analysis were stored in pint containers
at their respective work sites.
Establishment of Uniform Moisture Tension
.............................
Several factors led to establishment of a standard procedure for pre-
parlng large numbers of soil samples for reflectance measurements. Firstly,
tile nature of the spectroradiometer/reflectometer setup permitted a view of
a 3.2 cm diameter sample of whole soil in a horizontal position without
the kindrance of (]lass slide covers or the artificial nature of very fine
soil compacted under extreme pressure. Secondly, realizing that soil mois-
ture plays a critical role in soil reflectance, and realizing that the
extraneous contribution of soil moisture deriving from environmental fat--
tors should be controlled as nluch as possible, a system capable of main-
raining uniform moisture tension in soil samples was desired. Thirdly, the
....... " " , • , " " i i ii _ - i ii ....... I....... i _ -t, o-;_
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large number of soil samples measured in this study (more than 500 tatal),
and the ideal operating load of 40 to 60 samples per spectroradiomete.r
session, required the use of a large volume soil moisture tension eq,Jili-
bration apparatus.
An asbestos ten;_on table setup was chosen to equilibrate soll samples at
approximately one-tenth bar moisture tension. Aone-tenth bar tension is obtained
by exposing the upper side of a membrane (in this case asbestos) to atmos--
pheric pressure while a column of water I00 cm in height provides the ten-
sion to the lower side (Kohnke, 1968). This moisture tension is somewhat
drier than the aeration-porosity limit (approximately one-twentieth bar),
but would be moister than the one-third bar wet limit of the range of plant-
available water under general field conditions. Direct comparison to field
soil moisture tension is difficult, however, because the moisture retention
of sieved samples is known to increase over core samples at tensions less
than 0.4 bar (Elrick and Tanner, 1955).
Two 61 x 91 cm plexiglass-framed tension table units each with a 28
sample capacity were constructed following the method of Jamison and Reed
(1949) in which a more durable asbestos nlembrane is used in place of the
blotter paper apparatus described by Leamer and Shaw (1941). An additional
feature added to the_units was a plexiglass top which covered the equili-
brating soil samples and prevented exposure to room air currents while not
sealinq off the upper membrane to atmospheric pressure. Crusting o,_ the
soil surface was avoided in this manner.
Sample holders were designed to fit the specifications of the spectro-
radiometer field of view and the tension table operating principle. A I0 cm
inside diameter sample holder was selected to allow ample leeway in position-
ing the sample with the 3.2 cm diameter field of view of the instrument.
The depth of 2 cm provided sufficient soil bulk to obscure the bottom of*
the sample holder, assuring that only soil was being viewed. The necessity
for direct contact of the soil sample with the asbestos membrane was met
by stretching 60 mesh brass strainer cloth taut and fastening it in a counter-
sunk groove in one end of the 2 x I0 cnl plastic ring. While very little soil
fell through this fine screen, filter paper protected tile asbestos from
staining, and adequate contact with the asbestos membrane could be main-
rained. The plastic sample rings were painted with non-reflecting black
paint to reduce unwanted reflectance.
Soil samples were transferred to the sample holders with special care
taken to avoid segreqation of aggregate sizes. A level surface was obtained
by striking off the excess soil with a straight edge (Figure 2). Samples
were placed in large trays and deionized water was added to a depth of
about 1 cm. After saturating the soil samples for about four hours, the
samples were placed on the tension tables for 24 hours in erder to reach
equilihration (Fiqure 2). An equilibration time of 24 hours has been found
to he more than adequate for most soils at the I_)0 cm water Lension (Jamison
and Reed, 1949). Saml]les were removed from the tension tahles one at a time
for spuctral measurement, and were replaced For subsequent sampl inq of I_ _ _ [_
approxiulate soil area viewed to a depth of I cm for qravimetric moisture
deterilli nat i on.
1
l
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ORIGINAL PAGI,_IS
,' OF PO01C QUALITYt.
a. Soil sample and I0 cm diameter sample holder.
b. Saturatedsample being placed on asbestostensiontable.
Figure2. Setup for laboratoryspectralmeasurementsof soils.
.... ............... ,-,;.?_,mm
c. Fifty-six soil samples d. BRF reflectometer
ready for spectral positioned for soil
measurement after 24 sample detection by the
hours equilibration at Exotech 20C spectro-
I00 cm H20 tension, radiometer.
Figure 2. (Cont.)
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Reflectance measurements were made on batches of 56 soil sam|)les per
spectroradiometer session. Soil samples within each batch we'rr. ;,elected
at random from amonq the 4_0 benchmark soil samples plus some other soils
that were studied at the same time. Each batch contained two sL,Dsamples of
a sample of Fincastle silt loam soil (Aeric Ochraqualf, fine-silty, mixed,
mesic) as check samples. The run order within each batch was also randomized
for the 54 soil samples plus two check samples. Ten spectroradiometer sessions
were necessary to complete all the spectral measurements.
Bidirectional Reflectance Factor Measurement
An Exotech Model 20C spectroradiometer was used in an indoor configura-
tion with a bidirectional reflectance factor reflectometer in order to obtain
spectral readings in O.Oll_m increments in the 0.52-2.321mi wavelength range.
The short wavelength head of the spectroradiometer contains a silicon detector
for measuring radiation in the 0.37 to 0.74_mi wavelength range and a lead
sulfide detector to cover two wavelength ranges, 0.65 to 1.3_m, and 1.25 to
2.5_mi (Silva, et al., 1971). Each of these wavelength ranges corresponds
to one segment of a circular variable filter (CVF), through which spectral
scans are made by rotation through the optical path in front of the detectors.
Circular variable filters provide the instrument with the capability to operate
under natural conditions because of the rapid spectrum scan time of 2 com-
plete scans/sec (Leamer, et al., 1973). Data recording is done on both a
multichannel strip chart recorder and on magnetic tape for subsequent digi-
tization and computer processing.
The sensing head of the spectroradiometer is mounted in a vertical fixed
position approximately 2.4 m above the sample stage. The illumination source
is a I000 watt tungsten iodine coiled filament lamp which transfers a highly
collimated beam by means of a paraboloidal mirror to the sample-viewing !
plane. Incident irradiation is about 6° off vertical. The 3/4 ° field'of
view mode of the spectroradiometer is used to detect a sample area of about
3,2 cm diameter (DeWitt and Robinson, 1976). I
Pressed barium _ulfate is used as a standard to calibrate the instruw;_ent. I
After every fifth soil sample the pressed barium sulfate is measured to account i
for nhanges in intensity of the illumination source. The bidirectional re- I
fiectance factor data are corrected for dark-level instrument offset and less ,!
than unity reflectance of the barium sulfate standard. Six complete scans
ceverir_g the entire wavelength range are made and later averaged when the
,naqnetic tapes are digitized and precessed.
Measurement of Ph sicochemical Projlerties
.... : .............. ly ............. ............... :..... !
J,
All laboratory, measurements of soil properties were carried out in the _
I'urdue Universtty Aqronomy Department. Particle size distribution of organic
,latter-free soil was deternlined in the Soil Characterization Laboratory of I
this department. Ei!]ht particle size separates were measured on a percen-
tane basis by weigh.t: very cearse sand (2-I ram), coarse sand (I-0.5 Iml),
,:lediun; sand (0.5-0.2_ ram), fine sand (0.25-0.10 ram), very fine sand (0.I_I- i
0.05 ram), coarse silt (0.05-0.02 re,n), fine silt (0.02-0.002 ram), and (:lay I
(. 0.002 ,ran). 1
..... . .... , ., .... , - .,, • :.,._,mI
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The procedure followed for particle size analysis involved 'initial
removal of organic matter with hydrogen peroxide and heat (5CS-USDA, 1972;
Franzmeier, et al., 1977). This is followed by filtering and washinq
throuqh a Buchner funnel to obtain the organic matter-free soil l)ortinn
Sodium metaphosphate is used as a dispersing agent. Sands are separated
from sill and clay by washing the dispersed sample on a 300 mesh sieve.
! t,lay and silt contents are determined by sedimentation-pipetting while sand
size fractions are separated by passing through a nest of sieves.
i Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was measured for each soil as the sum
of extractable cations of Ca, Mg, K, Na plus extractable acidity (H), all
expressed in terms of milliequivalents per lOOg of soil. Ammonium acetate
extraction is used and extracts are analyzed by atomic absorption for cal-
l cium and magnesium and by emission spectroscopy for sodium and potassium(SCS-USDA, 1972). Extractable acidity is determined with a barium chloride
and triethanolamine buffer solution by titration with hydrochloric acid.
Base saturation is calculated as CEC minus extractable acidity, the differ-
ence divided by CEC, and multiplied by I00 to express as a percentage.
Organic carbon was determined by the modified Walkley-Black procedure
of acid dichromate digestion with ferrous ammonium sulfate titrati,)n (Franz-
meier, et al., 1977). Beck, et al. (1976) found no significant difference
amonq three methods of determining organic carbon content in soils in ex-
plaining the variation in spectral response, and adequate results were ob-
tained with the modified Walkley-Black procedure.
Free (extractable) iron was measured by the so-called CBD procedure
which involves reducing the iron with sodium dithionite, chelatincl it with
sodium citrate in a sodium bicarbonate buffer, followed by colorinletric
,_leasurement at 510 nm (Franzmeier, et al., 1977)
Data _Lo9_i_n..g_._P_r_.oce dur e-
An identification record containing complete soil taxonomic information
along with site characteristics and laboratory analysis results was prepared
and implemented for storage and rapid retrieval of all soils informatirjn as
part of tile LARSPECsoftware package (Simmons, et al., 1975). The soils
record consists of seven computer cards of information for each spectro-
radion;eter observation. Information from these cards is placed together
with the spectroradiometer measurement for each respective soil when the
diqital computer tape is reforlnatted.
Summary descriptive in-formation as desired can be ohi:ained by usinq
the data identification list processor of LARSPEC. Data qral)hical display
of soil spectral curves or of any other stored soil parameter is possible _
u_ing another LARSPECprocessor. Wavelength bands can be specified for
extraction of avera(le response values frum the _,_)il reflectance curves fc)r
subsequent _ise in statistical analysis.
Cata]oq of %oii.Spectra
A format was dewl(H_ed for present,ILion of a s_,lected number _,f
pi_.ysi coche,,i ca 1 and ,_i t_ character is Lic:s toqe l.her wi 1.h the ref I e_l.,_,u ,:
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curves for each pair of duplicate I_enchmark soils studied (Figure 3). The
larqe quantity of data stored in {.he soil data hase for each soil sample.
was reduced to include essential soil parameters that may he helpful in
understanding tile reflectance l)roperties of that soil. Information included
for each soil sample are: soil series name and state abbreviation, taxonomic
subgroup and family, climatic moistt_re zone, parent material, county where
i sampled, horizon, slope class, drainage-, texture class, percent sand, silt,
! and clay, moist and dry Munsell colors, percent organic matter, cation
i" exchange capacity, iron oxide content, and moisture percentage by weight.
The corresponding spectral curves are displayed as a plot of bidirectional
reflectance factor (%) versus wa._elength from 0.52 to 2.32Hm (Stoner, 1979).
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Repeatab_!l_i_ty o_f. Spectral Measurements
On each of the ten days in which soil spectral measurements were taken,
two check samples were randomly assigned to each block of 56 soil samples
as a verification of repeatability of the tension table apparatus as well
as the instrument setup. Check samples consisted of subsamples of a larger
surface soil sample of Fincastle silt loam, a fine-silty mixed mesic Aeric
Ochraqualf. Resulting spectral curves for these 20 check samples were
divided into two time blocks for sake of illustration (Figure 4). Reflec-
tance of the check samples varied very little between the two check samples
measured on the same day or among different days of measurement. In addi-
tion, the moisture percentage by weight as measured gravimetrically follow-
ing spectral reading differed by only 5% relative to an.-average content ef
31.3_'_ moisture for any single soil sample. This served as a verification
of the repeatability of the tension table apparatus for equilibrating soil
moisture tension as well as for the sample preparation techniques. For the
soil chosen as a check sample, the experilnental procedure used to measure
seil reflectance at equipotential moisture tension provided quantitative
reliable spectral ineasurements in the 0.52 to 2.321mi wavelength range.
In addition to the Alfisol check samples, several other reflectance
N_easurements were made on subsamples of individual soil samples represent-
ing the Mollisol and Oxisol soil orders. Reflectance measurements of two
subsamples of Chalmers silty clay loam, fine-silty mixed mesic Typic i!apla.-
quoll, were made on separate days. Resultant spectral curves reveal a_most
identical reflectances for the two subsamples of this Mollisol (Figure 5).
The high or_lanic matter content (4.7%) Chalmers soil exhibits a character-
istic concave shape contrasting with the convex shape of the lower organic
matter content (1.4%) Fincastle.soil.
Reflectance measurements of two subsamples of a high iron content (23%)
Oxisol from Paran_i State, Brazil contrast sharply with the previous soil
reflectance curves. (Figure 6). Again, spectral curves for subsamples of
the same individual soil sample show w?ry close correspondence at all wave-
lenqths from 0.52 to 2.321mi. This soil from a prime soybean growing reqion
of Brazil has been classified as a ver.v-fine oxidic thermic Haplic Acrorthox
(Fasole, 1978).
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Figur_ 4. Soil reflectance curves and moisture percentages by
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different setups of the tension table apparatus.
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Figure 6. Seil reflectance curves for two subsamples of a high iro,,
clay surface soil, a very-fine oxidic thermic Haplic
Acrorthox,
lJ;_incl iJlenc- highly contrasi:infl curves for rc,l_resentative soils fr(_m
I L:he Alfisol, Moll isol, and Oxisol soil c_rclers as exalnples, tJle ret_eaL,_hil i I.v
! of soil rel?leci:anc,., Illedl_llrellleIl_,s llSillg Lhe described I_re.par,li.c_r.v avid ill%_:rLI.-
lllell _:RI prc_cechire_; call be d(_lllOl"asl:rated,
_'I Soi I l_eIfl ec talI CeI/Al_orpt Jc)i1 Characteristics
i,
[i C.rw.'Types
Condit (197(I, 1972) first characterized soil reflectance curves by
three 1:ypes of curve shape. Type I curves exhibit rather low reflectance
with a sli_lhtly increasing slope which gives them their characteristic con-
cave form from 0.32 to about l.OHm. Soil reflectance curves for certain
Mollisols (Figures 5 and 7) and Vertisols (Figure 8) are seen to follow
this Cleneral curve type. However, from about 1.0 to 1.3Hm the slope is
seen to be nearly constant for these soils, a characteristic overlooked by
Condit Because of the limited spectral range (0.3? to l.Oiml) of tile inslru-
menL:s used.
Type 2 curves are characterized by a generally decreasinq slope to
about O.6i,m, followed by a sliqht dip froln 0.6 to 0.71mI, with contiaued
decreasin,q slope beyond 0.751mI. The result is a typical convex shaped
curve From the visible t,o 1.31ml. Some soils from the Alfisol soil order
(Figure 4) and cert.ain Ultisols (Figure g) can be seen to exhibit this
lype :' curve shape. It. has been observed that Type 2 soils tend to be ,
bet.E.er drained and lewer in organic matter content t.hall 1-yre 1 soils.
lhe third type of _oi1 ref'lec:tance cul've observed b.v Condit shows a I
sliqhtly decreasing steep slope t:o about 0.61ml, followed by a slight dip
from 0.62 to 0.741,n with tile slope decreasing to near _'ero or even becoi, iwg
negative from 0.76 to 0._qglml. Beyond 0._]_II11 (to 1.01ml) the slope increase",
wilh increasiml wavelength, lhe lalboLt soil, a hulnid thermic region Alli-
sol, can be seen to demonst:rate this Type 3 curw: shape (liqure I0). Mod-
erately IHqh free iron contents are observed in mos! Type 3 soils.
llecau_e of: the limited scope of the Condit sl:udies ol:her curve types
',.Je_'enot observed or described. Although siillilar in _ome resl_eCt:S to the
Fype 3 curve, a fourth curve type ix seen to exhibit decreasin_l slope from
O.g_ Lo 1.0!ml with the slope decreasing to zero and l_ecomin_l negat, iw' [r_ml
1.0 i.L_ 1.31ml (f-iqures 6 and 11). lllis t:ourt:h curw, type has hec,ll ob_erw,d
in soils high in iron conl:ent and also high in or!lanic reaLtel'.
Yet. avloL.her modill:icatiow oF the lype 3 curw, shape whirh c(_uld he c_v_--
sid{_red a l:if:th characteristic curve /..ype is that in which t.he slop(' dr{_p,
to :e_'c_ and becomes neqative fr'um (/.l!:l,l_ to 1.3_,m (liuure 1:'). In thi,._
curve t.vpe, the reflecL:ance at 1.35,, is actualIv lower than Lhe reflectance
iw the red l)ortion of: the spectrum. Only this t:ifth curw, _yH_' t!.._ been
ui,._,lV{,d Hc_Lto show Lhe _:l:rc_i_! _..',_te!".._hs,._rl,!i,.,;: L,,,,n,Iat 1.4!::..m, whi le ew, rv
soil in Ibis study shows the -,[I'Ollq water ,_L,_orpti_, h,_vld at i._)!,:ml. %oil,;
_howinq ti_is fiflI] curw' i.ype are w'rv hiqh ivl iron cuntevlt wilh low ov'_la_i,
ilia [ {.ur ((;llt, ell !_!:.
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Typic ltaplaquoll
fine-silty, mixed, mesic
humid zone
thick loess over outwash and drift
Champaign Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
A slope A slope
poorly draiL_ed poorly drained
silty clay loam silty clay loam
13%S 56%Si 32%C 8%S 60%Si 32%C
IOYR 2/1 (moist) IOYR 2/1 (moist)
IOYR 3/2 (dry) 10YR 3/2 (dry)
5.61% O.M. 6.09% O.M.
40.3 meq/lOOg CEC 41.7 meq/lOOg CEC
0.76% Fe203 0.92% Fe203
_tl. 1 hl_X, _ 40.2 I'lkfX, ....
Figure 7. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site character-
istics of duplicate samples of the Drummer soil
series.
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Typic Pelludert
very-fine, montmorillonitie, thermic
subhumid zone
calcareous clayey alluvium
Kaufnmn Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
A slope A slope
s. poorly drained s. poorly drained
silny clay loam clay
18%S 46%Si 35%C I%S 29%Si 70%C
7.5YR 3/0 (moist) IOYR 3/1 (moist)
10YR 4/1 (dry) 10YR 4/1 (dry)
3.53% O.bl. 3.17% O.M.
38.9 meq/lO0g CEC 92.8 meq/lOOg CEC
0.47% Fe203 0.77% Fe203
43. 1 HI.g<' ...... 82.9 l'lt4Xt ......
t-q A
O" t t _ t I t t I t 4 t -t I --t- _t_4 -t---t -t -I
.,4 1. ]..6 2.2
.7 1.3 1.9
NFWF[.[ NO! H [uM)
Figure 8. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site characteristics
of duplicate samples of the Trinity soil series.
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_]/pic Palo.udu]._
clayey, mixed, mesicii'
I humid zone
¢layoy residuum from dolomttic
litlnstone
Rockingham Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
C :lope C slope
well drained well drained
silt loam silt loam
21%S 62%Si 17%C 20%S 65%Si 15%C
IOYR 4/4 (moist) 10YR 5/4 (moist)
10YR 7/4 (dry) 10YR 7/4 (dry)
1.16% O.M. 2.47% O.M.
7.2 imaq/lOOg CEC i0.i n_q/lOOg CEC
1.30% Fe203 1.23% Fe203
27.1 MNZ' ..... 33.6 MHZ'.....
3O
U
o.:IO
I
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Figure 9. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site character..
isticsof duplicatesamplesof the Fredericksoil......
series.
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TAL_B@]-1[ I-N)
[ "I._pi c llapludalf
flne_ mixed, ther,_Lc
humid zone
ciayey llamasEone residuum
Rutherford Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
B slope B slope
well drained :well drained
silty clay loam silt loam
14%S 58%Si 28%C I!%S 67%Si 23%C
7.5YR 4/6 (moist) 7.5YR 4/6 (moist)
IOYR 6/6 (dry) IOYR 6/6 (dry)
1.84% O,M. 2.50% O.M.
15.6 meq/100g CEC 13.8 meq/lO0g CEC
3.68% Fe203 3.34% Fe203
28.2 IINX'..... 30.Z M_7.'.....
_0
h_
oz10
CD
0 .I t t t ---t....._ -t -t ...._ t -t , t _ - t -. f- 4 t t t t
.4 i. 1.8 2.2
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Figure I0. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site characteristics
of duplicate samples of the Talbott soil series.
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ON-I-ONrqG@N[ I'11)
Glossic Eutroboralf
very fine, mixed
hun_d zone
glacial lake plain sedimenns
Ontonagon Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
B slope B slope
mod. well drained mod. well drained
clay clay
7%S 22%Si 70%C 6%S 29%Si 66%C
2.5YR 3/6 (moist) 2.5YR 4/4 (moist)
5YR 6/4 (dry) 5YR 6/4 (dry)
4.88% O.M. 3.95% O.M.
38.0 meq/100g CEC 31.6 meq/100g CEC
1.73% Fe203 2.76% Fe203
47.5 MWX'__ 43.2 MNZ'....
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Figure II. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site
characteristics of duplicate samples of the
Ontonagon soil series.
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I_ONDRI NR[PR, BRR,SI L 1
i'ypic Haplor thox
w_.ry-f_4ne, kaolinitic, hyper_h,,rmic
hu.d.d zone
basalt ]Municipio of Londrina
.l
Mlp horizon
C s lope
excess, drained
clay
92S 14%Si 77%C
2.SYR 3/6 (moist)
2.5YR 4/6 (dry)
2.28% O.M.
22.1 meq/lOOg CEC
25,6% Fe203
33.1 MWX'...... 30.4 MklX'....
3O
2O
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Figure 12. Reflectance curves, soll analyses and site characteristics
of subsamples of a soil from Londrina, Yarana State,
Brazil.
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Absorption Bands
As mentioned previously, stron_l water absorption bands are present at
1.45 and 1.951,11 for almost all the soils studied (Figures 4 to 16). The
broadness of these bands indicates the presence of water molecules in rela-
tively unordered sites, probably as water films on soil particle surfacesi (Hunt and Salisbury, 1970; Angstrom, Ig25). Weak water absorption bands at
1.2 and 1.771mI can be seen in low organic matter content fine sands (Figure-
Ii: 13). These weak absorption bands correspond to the absorption bands observedin transmission spectra of relatively thick water films of the type that may
be expected to fill the voids between fine sand grains (Lindberg and Snyder,
1972).
The 2.21,n hydroxyl absorption band is difficult to identify in moist
soil spectra but can be seen in samples of Talbott and Ontonagon soils
(Figures I0 and II). Absorption due to the hydroxyl ion also occurs at
1.451_m, but is not observed in any of the soils in this study because of
the predominance of liquid water absorption in this same region.
Iron absorption bands occur either as well resolved dips in the reflec-
tance curve or as broad features centered on specific wavelengths but extend--
ing their influence over a wide range of wavelengths. The ferric iron ab-
i' sorption band at about 0.87_.mi is the most common seen in soils of this study.A sharp, well-defined ferric absorption band at O.8_]m can be seen in samples
of a fine sand with iron oxide coatin(is (Figure 13) while another sharp
ferric band closer to O.91_mis seen in a silty clay loam Mollisol (Figure 7).
This same ferric absorption band can be quite broad, extending its influence
over a 0.2_ml-wide band centered on 0.9_mi (Figures I0 and II) or even forming
a conduction band whose influence extends into the middle infrared re qion
(Figure 12). In most but not all of those soils that exhibit the o.gHm
region ferric band, a slight dip attributable to the ferric ion occurs at
O.7_m.l (Figures lO, II, 12, and 13). The slight ferric iron absorption band
at 0.71m_ together with the stronger O.91m_ferric iron absorption band pro-
duces thecharacteristic Type 3 curve shape or modifications thereof.
The quantity of iron present in a soil appears to affect the scrength
of the ferric iron absorption when comparinq soils similar in most charac-
teristics except for their iron content. An example is the Cecil soil
series, in which the duplicate sanlples differ markedly in their free iron
oxide content while possessinq similar texture and organic matter contents
(Figure 14). The second sample, with over four times the iron oxide con-
tent of the first sample, shows pronounced ferric iren absorption bands at
0.7 and O.9iml while the first sample exhibits only slight absorption in
these bands.
As was observed in reflectance studies of minerals (Hunt and Salisbury,
Ig71a), very small amounts of iron ,lay impart characteristic iron absorp-
tion bands to soils. Soil samples of Leon sand show a sharp ferric iron
absorption band at O.91m_even thouqh only a trace of free iron oxides was
measurable (Figure 15).
Ferrous iron absorption is more difficult to identify in the soil
samples in th;s study. Typically, the ferrous ion produces a hand near
l.Oum. Close observation reveals evidence of the l.O_m_ ferrous band in
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IOOUOP(NV)
Typic Torripsamment
r:'ixed,thern_[¢
arid zone
deep sandy alluvium
Clark Co.
A1 horizon AI horizon
A slope A slope
excessively drained excessively drained
fine sand fine sand
92%S 5%Si 3%C 94%S 3%Si 3%C
5YR 6/6 (moist) 7.5YR 5/6 (moist)
7.5YR 7/6 (dry) 7.5YR 7/6 (dry)
0.0% O.M. 0.23% O.M.
9.¢ meq/lOOg CEC 4.9 meq/lOOg CEC
0,20% Fe203 0.30% Fe203
I].9 MWY.'____ 14.5 timex'.....
0 -t- t --t H -H-- t- 4......t ....'t.... '1....t --f- -'t- t ....t---q --'1 " t . }-H
.4 1. 1.6 2.2
.7 1.3 1.9
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Figure 13. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site characteristics
of duplicate samples of the Toquop soil series.
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CECIL( NC)
Typic llapludult
clayey, kaolinitic, thermic
hundd zone
acid igneous and metau_rphic rocks
Catawba Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
B slope B slope
well drained well drained
sandy loam loam
70%S 23%Si 7%C 51%S 28%Si 21%C
10YR 5/4 (moist) 10YR 4/6 (moist)
IOYR 6/4 (dry) 7.SYR 6/6 (dry)
2.12% O.M. 2.24% O.M.
8.8.meq/lOOg CEC i0.0 meq/lOOg CEC
0.64% '"_
_e20 3 2.64% Fe203
15.9 M147.,___ 11.2 I'lHX,.....
T
I ._s. %
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Figure 14. Reflectance curves, soil analy_s and site
characteristics of duplicate samples of the Cecil
soil series.
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LEON(F_}
Aeric llaplaquod I
._:andy,siliceous, thermic
humid zone
acid marine sands
Bay Co.
AI-A21 horizon AI-A21 horizon
A slope A slope
poorly dz_ined poorly drained
sand sand
97%S 2%Si I%C 99%S O%Si I%C *
7.SYR 4/1 (moist) IOYR 5/1 (moist)
IOYR 7/1 (dry) IOYR 6/1 (dry)
0.851 O.M. 1.07% O.M.
2.1 meq/lOOg CEC 3./_ m,_q/lOOg CEC
trace Fe203 trace Fe203
12. I M_X' ...... 18.8 M_X:...... __
_0
- ...._/- '..' ,\ /,-'.,LL J
0 -I -i -_--I.....I" I .I 4 ....I---I--I....I --I.....I- I---I._---_ _ --I--I
I
.4 1, 1.6 2.2
.7 1.3 1.9
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Cigure 15. Reflectancecurves,soilanalyses and site character-
isticsof duplicatesamplesof the Leon,soil series, j
!
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several samples of poorly drained soils. One of the samples of the some-
what poorly drained Trinity series shows a sharp ferrous absorption band
at l.O,m_ while the other sample shows a slight ferric-hand at O.9l_m (Figure
i 8). The sample of poorly drained Leon sand with only a trace of free ironalso exhibits a slight ferrous absorption band at l.Oim_ in addition to the
I O.91m_ferric band (Figure 15), Even in a high organic matter soil such asthe poorly drained Pickford series, obvious ferrous and ferric bands, respec-
tively at 1.0 and 0.9}mi are evident (Figure 16).
Comparison with Munsell Designations
Soils with the same Munsell color designation do not necessarily have
t.he same reflectance characteY'istics. It can be said that a giveq visible
w,':_,elength reflectance curve produces one and only one visual sensation of
color, whereas for any color there exist many spectral distributions which
can generate that color. Of course, soils with similar colors may differ
greatly in their infrared reflectance characteristics.|
Three soils that have the same dark red Munsell color designation of
2.5YR 3/6 are quite different in their infrared reflectance characteristics
(Figure 17). The Dill soil from Oklahoma is a loamy fine sand with 0.6%
organic matter and 0.8% iron oxide. The Arroyo soil from Spain is a clay
with 1.28% organic matter and 2.00% iron oxide. The soil from Londrina,
Paran_ State, Brazil is a highly aggregated clay with 2.28% organic matter
and 25.6% iron oxide. All three soil reflectance curves show varying degrees
of evidence of ferric iron absorption at 0.7 and O.9_m_. Visible reflectance
is very similar for the Dill and Arroyo soils while the Londrina soil has
a generally lower reflectance in the visible than the other two. !
Both visible and infrared reflectance can be markedly different for !
soils with the same Munsell color designation. Two yellowish brown soils
with the Hunsell color designation of 7.5YR 5/6 serve as examples (Figure 18).
Talbott silt loam from Tennessee has 2.5% organic matter and 3,3% iron
oxide. The clayey Oxisol from the moist cocoa region of Southern Bahia
State, Brazil contains only 0.3% orqanic matter but has 21.6% iron oxide.
X-ray diffractogran_s of the clay fraction of this soil from Bahia indicate
the presence of gibbsitc as well as kaolinite and goethite (Resende; 1976).
Tile broad absorption band centered on l.Oltm in the Bahia soil corresponds
to the band described as a hydroxyl absorption band of gibbsite by Hunt,
etal. (1971b). This came soil shows an extremely strong ferric iron ab-
sorption band at 0.7_mi. Talbott exhibits the ferric iron absorption bands
at 0.7 and O.9iml to a much lesser extent. Absorption characteristics re-
lated to the mineralogy of these two soils can only be determined from
visible and infrared reflectance properties. I,lunsell color evaluation
gives the erroneous notion that the reflectance properties of these two ...............
soils are similar.
Aside from mineral soil differences between Munsell color designations
and soil reflectance properties, orflanic soils having a black color' can
differ in their infrared reflectance depending on the decomposition state
of the organic material. Hifihly decomposed sapric material reflects much
less than the moderately decomposed heroic or slightly decomposed fibric
material (Figure 19). Fibric material has a very hiqh reflectance in the
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t I CKFOt:fl]( MI )
Aerie llaplaquept
fine, mixed, nonacid, frigid
humid zone
clayey glacla:t till or
lacustrine u_tcrial
Chippewa Co.
AII-AI2 horizon Ap horizon
A slope A ,_lope
poorly drained poorly drained
silty clay clay
5%S 48%Si 47%C 7%S 29%Si 64%C
5YR 2,5/2 (moist) 10YR 3/2 (moist)
10YR 4/2 (dry) !OYR 5/2 (dry)
].4.57% O.M. 15.16% O.M.
5!.6 n_q/100g CEC 50...8 meq/100g CEC
3.7.k% Fe.230 0.64% Fe203
80.8 MHZ'......... 82.3 MNX'.......
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Figure 16. Reflectance curves, soil analyses and site character-
istics of duplicate samples of the Pickford soil
series.
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infrared region resemblinq the infrared reflectance of senesced leaves
(Gausman, eL al., 1976). This increased infrared reflectance has been
attributed to tissue morphology in which an increased number of air voids
provide more air-cell interfaces for enhanced reflection. It i_ probable
then that remnant cell structure of well l_reserved fibers contributes to
the higher inFrared reflectance of slightly ,h,composed organic material.
i
Munsell color designation for all of the soils in this study were com-
Ii puter coded together with the reflectance of each corresponding soil, per-mitting the display of averaged reflectance values for soils with specified
Munsell color designations. For the Munsell hue IOYR, five levels of chronlas
were distinguished for moist soils (Figure 20). It is interesting to notice
that the averaged reflectance for the IOYR /I chroma resembles the Type 1
curve, while those of the IOYR /2, IOYR /3, and IOYR /4 chromas resemble
the Type 2 curve. The averaged reflectance for the increased purity or
saturation of the IOYR /6 chroma resembles the Type 3 curve. In general,
reflectance increases throughout the visible and infrared wavelengths with
increasing Munsell chroma.
A similar tecimique was used to display the averaged reflectance values
for soils with specified Munsell color values for the hue IOYR (Figure 21).
Munsell value refers to the relative lightness of color and is a function
of the total amount of light. As such, it was not unexpected that averaged
reflectance for soils with specified Munsell values increased throughout
most of the visible and near infrared spectrum with increasing Munsell chroma.
Middle infrared reflectance was similar for soils with Munsell values of
IOYR 5/ and IOYR 6/. When the reflectance limits of the 95% confidence inter-
vals for soils having specified Munsell values are displayed, overlapping is
seen _o occur for soils evaluated as having different Munsell values (Figure
22). Munsell values IOYR 2/ and IOYR 3/ are still seen to have separate
reflectances in the visible although their reflectances overlap quite a
bit in the near and middle infrared. Munsell values IOYR 3/, IOYR 4/, IOYR 5/,
and IOYR 6/ overlap with adjacent values even in the visible wavelengths.
Comparison between averaged reflectance spectra and soils evaluated as --
having specified Munsell notations reveals tlle difficulty of using Munsell
color designations to describe in a precise and quantitative manner the
actual reflectance properties of soils. Important reflectance/absorption
characteristics of both mineral and orqanic soils can be described adequately
only with the use of spectroradiometric reflectance data.
Ayer.a_ edspectraof so!]. component.andStte C_la_s_S_
Organic Matter
Organic matter content is one of the soil parameters most important in
understanding soil reflectance. State of deco,lposition of orqanic soil
materials has been seen to influence tile character of organic soil reflec-
tance curves (Fiqure 19). When mineral soils are grouped into threu levels
of organic matter content: 0 to 3"L, 3 to 5%, and 5 to I0'_., the resultinq
averaged reflectance curves exhibit decreased reflectance with increasinq
orqanic matl-er content throughout the 0.52 to 2.32_,u wavelenqth reqic!n
(Fic1ur_,;"3). The soils in the 5 to I0" ornanic matl, er ranqe sI_ow '_ml,,,
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characteristics of tile concave-shal)ed Type 1 curve, whereas soils in tile
0 to 3% and 3 to 5% ranqes follow the Type ? curve pattern. '[he magnitude
of differences in reflectance between tile curves of these three or_lanic
matter ranges seems to be !Ireater in the visible and near infrared regi()ns
than in the middle infrared wavelengths. This qualitative observation
SUl)ports the findings oi: Mathews, et, al. (1g73), Beck, eL al. (1976), and
Montqomery (1976) that reflectance ill wavelenrlths up to 1.2_,, are best for
separating organic matter levels in soils,
Particle Size Distribution
Reflectance of pure kaolinite in size fractions from coarse silt to
very coarse sand was found to increase exponentially with decreasing par-
ticle size (Bowers and Hanks, 1965). Reflectance differences among specific
textural classes of naturally occurring soils have not been reported. By
grouping all of the soils in this study that fall into specific textural
classes and averaging their reflectance curves, some qeneralizations can be• i
made about tile reflectance properties of different soil particle size classes.
Sandy loam soils are seen to increase in reflectance as the proportion
of fine andvery fine sand becomes larger (Figure 24). This increase is
especially prominent in the near infrared wavelengths. This is in agreement
with the findings of Bowers and Hanks (1965) and Orlov (1966) that finer and.
finer sand size particles tend to fill voids and result in smoother surfaces
which reflect more light. Very Fine sandy loam soils reflect more than fine
sandy loams which in turn reflect more than sandy loams because there are
fewer light traps to extinguish the incident flux as sand particles become
smal I er.
A similar relationship is seen in the reflectance curves of sand and
loamy sand textured soils (Figure 25). Fine sandy soils reflect more than
loamy fine sands at all wavelenqths, Possible lower organic matter con-
tents associated with the fine sand texture result in hiqher reflectance
values than for loamy fine sands. Loamy fine sand, in turn, reflects more
than loamy sand in the visible and near infrared because of the tendency
for the finer sand particles to fill voids and form a smoother reflecting
surface. Loamy coarse sand reflects less than any of these three textures
because of the predominance of l ight-trapping voids between coarse sand
grains.
The situation is reversed, however, for medium to fine textured soils
(Fiqure 26). When considered as a group, the often sliqht reflectance
differences are best viewed in the 2.08 to 2.32;mi middle infrared reqion.
Contrar.y to previous observations in sand textured soils, the reflectance
in this middle infrared reqion can be seen to decrease with finer and fi,er
textures, l{ere the formation of water stahle aqqreflales in fine textured
soils creates a different viewinq surface than is the case with the ofter_
sin(lle grain structure of sandy soils. Reflectance difI:erences cannot he
explain_,d in terms of individual l)articles Filling voids L(_ varying degrees.
Reflectance of soils in the middle infrared region ha_ been most !
closely related to soil illoisture c,_Lent (Bowers and S,lith, I!}72). A I
reasonal_le explanation fnr the decreased reflectance in the [_._)_-_t(_ 2.3_!,,m
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wavelenflth region with finer and finer textures is the associated increase
in moisture content with increasing clay content in the soils. IHqh clay
content soils tend to hold more water at: one-tenth bar moisture tension
than do silty soils. As will be seen later, both moisture percentage by
weiclht and clay content are rlegatively correlated with reflectance in
hand 2.08 to 2.321mI. Tills w_uld explain decreased reflectance in this
l)and with finer textured soils.
Soil Taxonomic Order
Averaged reflectance spectra for soils representing the ten soil orders
of the U.S. soil taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) are helpful in under-
standing the interrelationships among soils that may occur together in a
landscape as well as among soils of very contrasting origin (Figure 27).
Histosols and Mollisols are seen to have very low overall reflectance as
can be expected due to their elevated organic matter contents. Only Oxisols
exhibit lower reflectance than Histosols in the middle infrared region. The
high organic content surface horizons diagnostic for Mollisols are respon-
sible for their low reflectance. Both Mollisols and Histosols exhibit the
characteristic concave Type 1 curve. Vertisols also have this Type 1 curve
shape but show a much higher middle infrared reflectance than Mollisols.
Ultisols reflect more than Alfisols at all wavelengths. Although the
defining characteristics of these two soil orders are based on differences
in base saturation of subsurface horizons, the generally stronger leaching
and oxidation conditions under which it forms result in overall hiqher soil
reflectance of the Ultisol compared to the A!fisol. Ultisols, because of
a higher iron oxide content resulting in prominent ferric iron absorption
bands at 0,7 and 0.91mi display tile Type 3 curve. Alfisols as well as Aridi-
sols, Entisols,. Inceptisols, and Spodosols have Type 2 curves. The limited
sample of five Oxisols exhibits the previously-described fifth curve shape
characteristic of very highly weathered soils high .in free iron oxides.
Parent Material
As one of the soil forminq factors, parent material can be expected
to demonstrate an eventual influence on soil reflectance. Certain soils
referred to as lithochromic are even known to owe their spectral colors to
inheritance from the parent material rather than from soil-forming processes.
Most of the soils in this study were _rouped into six broad parent
material categories. Averaged reflectance curves for soils fallin!l into
these cateqories show different magnltudes of reflectance which are espe-
cially prominent in the 1.55 to 1,751,n middle infrared region (Fiqure 2_,).
[grleous parent material soils show the effect of ferric iron absorption at
0.giml and even display a definite hydroxyl absorption hand at 2.21,vi. Soils .............
of Glacial oriqin reflect the least of all the park's% mcterial qroul)inqs,
an observation that can be explained by a combination of factors includinq
finer silt and clay size particles qround by the qlaciers as well as hiqher
organic contents resulting from prairie grass vegetation adapted to glacier-
flattened plains.
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MineraInq.y
t
I Mim_ral soils grouped accordin(lto ,viner'alogycla_se_;oF the If.S.s(_il
i tax{)Imm.ylmve in COllllllOllsimilar sets oi soil-formin(lprocesses which favor
the For'mariono F c.ertilinminer'als as weatherin(ll_roclucLs oF tileImr'enL
:llaterial.Soil mineralogy can be.thouqht to reflecL tlm overall ellviron-
i men_ and init;ia.lcoml iLions under whicl_soiI-for'nlin(lprocesses l_ro(:oedover'
' the time of soil formation.
I Aw'raqed soil spectra for soils belon!lin_ to seven mineralo(ly classes
t show a wide ram]e of reflectances (Fiqure 29). Soils with q.ypsic mineralogy
reflect ,lore at all wavelengths than any other class, whereas montmorillo-
nitic soils reflect the least from the visible to l.Olmi. Micaceous mi,_eraloqy
soils display a very flat reflectance curve beyond O.81,u and reflect the
least of all classes in the middle ir;(rared. The lower visible reflectan(:e
oF montmorillonitic soils may be associated with higher organic matter con-
_ents in these soils while the hiqher reflectinq qypsic nlinera!ooy soils
may derive their reflectance properties directly from the highly reflectill(}
(!ypsum (Hunt, et al., 1971c). Kaolinitic mineralogy soils have a broad
ferric iron absorption band at O.91ml, indicative of higher free iron con-
tents associated with these soils. Most soils in this study are of mixed
mineraloqy, exhibitinq the Type 2 curve of soils that as a qroup are neither
_: hiqh in organic matter content nor high in iron.
Temperature Reqime
Temperatur(-_ as a component of climate is considered to be an i_dept:ndent
soil-forming factor (Jenny, 1941). Temperature exerts an influence over
many of the reactions involved in the process of forming soil. Th(" type and
quantity of vegetation and thus the amount an(l kind of: orqanic matter pro-
duced are nlarkedly influenced by temperature. The rate of or(lanic matter
decomposition is almost directly controlled by t{;mperature_(Buol, et al.,
(_-._ . ,1.,7_) (lrqanic matter contents tend tn (tecrease as t.he temlmrature increases
Soils grouped according to tei,perature reqii,(:s as defined hy the U.S.
soil taxonomy denlonstra[ethe effects of temperature on soil reflectance
properties (Figure 30). Frigid re!lion soils reflect less than me,-,ic region
soil;;from the visible portiorlof the slm(:t:rumto ahouL 1.2:,m,imt have a
sli(lhtly qreatet" reflectance in the 2.0S to 2.3;'Im_ wavelenqlLh rt, qion th,_n
mesic reqion soils. }li(ltler organic nlalL(,r colltellts associaL(,d with co_ft(,r
reqi(m soils may.explain the l_wer reflectance in the (1.5;' to I.;'.,,I ran(m
which has been seen to be the wav(,lerlqthreqion oF strong orqani(:matt.('r
influc, rice. Clay contents are also kn(:wn [o ili(,:rua'-;e with incroase_ in ter,-
l)erature, ltiHher Illoist.uro contel, t.s related to im:rea,_t,d clay c(ml:enl.s in
iile_ictelHl)eratIireclioi]sllla,ylead to lower l'(3F]t,c[allCeillthe inoi<;tui'et;c,n-
si tiw, '2.0,% it1 ?..3?ira| l'allqe.
Iheru!it: teinllerattlre reqiine <,(1il,4 rell.c't;L limre l.llall <lily (llh(,r ',(_il
tl,llllll,l'ill.ilre tl,l<;S tlt)lil O..F)7! 1.O ].]:'IHII. A(1,1ilI, ll)Wr'i" rli'lhllliC iihllti'l' Cl)ll-
t('ilL,, lii w+ii'llii'r rl,(li()il <roll<; ai'(, lll'oh,ll_l t rt,-_l,iili',il_li' Ilir lhi <, lli(lli It,w'l
_1 l't,tll,{:l,,llht', llVlh'Ytht)l'lllit" I'C'tliOll <rail <, aft) <;t,l,ll 1o it,flet:l 1_,',', (t_,lil
l!_el'Uli( l'(,(liOil ,;oi],4 in lhi,; tV,lVOll,li(llh inl.(,i'val, ,i ,,(,(,li!ilul c(_lill,l,li(l i_
lt_ wh,l{ tl,ts llrtwi_llit>l.v he(,r, (_ht, t,t'v{,d. Ilere the r<.,1,iliv<'lv ',imlll ilclullu', _,l
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soils involved (fourteen soil series) may not form an adequate representa-
tive sample of hyperthermic reqion soils.
With increasing soil temperature, soil colors tend to become less _Iray
and more reddish. Although these reflectance curves have not been assigned
color designations, it can be observed that warmer region soils display a
broad 0.91ml iron absorption band that is usually seen in red-hued soils.
This band is not as prominent in cooler region soils.
! Moisture Zone
Water is a vital agent in the formation of soil. Water acts to dissolve
i soluble material, promote the growth of plants and other organisms that con-
tribute organic material to the soil, transport material from one part of
the soil to another, and physically alter soil material upon freezing. The
important functions of water depend on the amount of water in the soil pro-
file (Buol;, et al., 1973).
Composite reflectance curves averaged for soils grouped by moisture
zone reveal the greatest differences in the visible and near infrared por-
tions of the spectrum (Figure 31). Arid soils which could be expected to
have the lowest organic matter contents reflect the most in this organic
matter sensitive wavelength interval. Perhumid zone soils high in organic
matter reflect the least at all wavelengths, probably in part because of
increased clay content associated with higher rainfall. Subhumid zone soils
in the United States include a large number of soils formed under prairie
grass vegetation and, as such, can be expected to exhibit lower visible and
near infrared reflectance than the predominantly forested humid zone soils.
Dra i ila _-
All soil series have a specific internal drainage which is indicative
of the local landscape position and broader climatic conditions under which
they formed. Even for soils in which the marks of seasonal soil saturation
may by definition extend upward no higher than to horizons untouched by
tillage equipment, the soil-forming processes involved exert their influenme
on the whole soil profile and often are evident in the surface soil.
Soils grouped by internal drainaae class display ever decreasin(l soil
reflectance with increasingly poorer drainaqe (Fiqure 32). Well drained
and moderately-well drained soils show very little difference in reflec-
tance as could be expected. Very poorly drained soils reflect considerably
less than any of the other drainage classes at all wavelengths. Whereas
the well drained and moderately-well drained soils show evldence of ferric
iron absorption at 0.9_mi, all three poorly drained soil classes lack the
ferric iron absorption band. As a site characteristic intenrating the
effects of climate, local relief, and accumulated organic matter, soil
drainage characteristics can be expected to be closely associated with
reflectance properties of surface soils.
• ._ m_
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.Re1.at.i on sh_ips _o.f .soi ]. R.e.f]Pcrane e
to Physicoc!lemic_a_l - and _.sit.e .c!l.aractqri s.t_..ic_s
Correlations
For the purpose of statistical analyses, all of the 481 soil samples
from the continental United States were considered as single observations.
Three soil series without duplicate samples account for the odd nunlbered
total. None of tile non-.United States soil samples were included in statis-
tical analyses.
The decision was made to treat each soil sample as a separate obser-
vation for several reasons. Firstly, it was not the purpose of the study
to test for significant differences between reflectances of a given soil
series. Each pair of duplicate samples for a given soil series was assumed
to represent an allowable ranqe of soil physical, chemical, and reflectance
properties as nearly as that soil could be identified and would be mapl:_ed
by an experienced soil surveyor in the field. Secondly, of greater interest
than the reflectance differences between samples of a given soil series were
the physicochemical and site characteristics which imparted reflectance
properties unique to each soil sample. This provided many situations in
which a difference in just one property among the many others that were
similar for duplicate soil samples revealed the influence of that specific
property on tile reflectance curve. Thirdly, by considering each soil sample
as a separate observation it was possible to double the number of observa-
tions for statistical purposes. The use of duplicate samples as separate
observations represents another restriction on randomization of soil sample
selection but still allows for inference of statistical results over the
larqe geographic areas covered by each climatic zone.
It was necessary to divide the reflectance data into spectral bands
for statistical study. Ten wavelength bands were selected covering the
(1.52 to 2.321mI wavelength ranqe (Table 5). Bands l to 8 all have O.llml
band-widths. Bands l and 2 are visible wavelengths bands. Bands 2 and 4
cover the spectral regions of known ferric iron absorption. Most of bands
l to 8 resemble, but may not coincide precisely with existinq bands of the
Landsat inultispectral scanner or bands used on the Skylab S192 multispectral
scanner. Bands 9 and lO are proposed Thematic Mapper bands with band lO
being slightly altered by the cutoff of _;pectroradiometric data at 2.32.,un.
Table 5. Spectral reflectance bands for statistical analysis.
spectral' spectral
band wavelength (l,m) region band wavelength .(_II!11_). r_e,!}iorl..
1 O.r. "_._,.-().62 visible 6 l.()2-1 12 near ]R
? i1.67-(). 72 visible 7 l .l,!-I .27 near I._
3. L).72-().82 near ]R ,_I 1.22-I . .]_" n(_ar it"
4 O._--O.!)Z near IR 9 1.55-1.75 middle' IR i/
!, (}. ');'- I . (Y,' near IR 1() 2.0F1-7.32 ,liddlr, iR
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Scatter diaqrams of reflectance in specific bands plotted a_lainst impor-
tant laboratory-measured soil parameters reveal tile nature of the statistical
relationships involved. A definite neqative curvilinear relationship can
be seen between orqanic matter content and reflectance in visible band 1
(Figure 33). A natural logarithmic transfornlation of orqanic matter content
was found to be best for relatinq organic matter content to reflectance data.
The wide scatter of peints at the lower orqanic matter levels indicates that
grouping of all soils from all clinlatic zones may not result in very high cor-
relations between organic matter and reflectance.
Reflectance in the 2.08 to 2.321,II wavelength band is also seen to be
negatively correlated with moisture percentage by weight of all 481 soils
(Figure 34). A(lain, improvements are to be expected when soils from si,lilar
climatic zones are plotted alone. Reflectance in band I0 is also negatively
correlated with clay content, cation exchange capacity, and even iron oxide
content while it is positively correlated with fine and medium sand contents.
Simple correlation coefficients were calculated between five important
soil parameters and reflectance in ten individual bands. Reflectance band
ratios were considered, but were rejected because they showed almost no
improvement over' correlations with individual bands. Soil parameters studied
were the natural loqarithm of organic matter content, moisture percentage by
weight, cation exchange capacity, iron oxide content, and particle size dis-
tribution by content of eight particle size classes. In each case, corre-
lation coefficients for the single most highly correlated band were recorded.
For particle size distribution, the particle size class having the highest
simple correlation with a given band was recorded. Because different sample
sizes were being considered as climatic groupings of soils, the 95'", confidence I
intervals on the correlation coefficients were calculated from Z values (Waugh, _!
1944). As sample sizes become smaller, the 95% confidence intervals on the
correlation coefficients become broader.
For all 48i soils qrouped together a negative correlation of .68 is
seen betweea: the natural log of organic matter and reflectance in the visible
band 2 (Table 6). A correlation of -.53 between moisture percentaqe by weight
and band I0 reflectance confirms the relationship displayed in the scatter ._
diagram (Figure 34). Correlations with clay content, cation exchange capa-
city, and iron oxide content are not as strong when all soils are considered
as a group. 1
Soils grouped according to moisture zone or temperature regime show I
improved correlations in most cases between soil parameters and reflectance i
data over correlations for all 481 soils (Table 6). Correlations as high i
as - 78 are seen between the natural lon of or(lanic matter and band 6 re-
flectance for subhumid reqion soils. Within the same climatic region a
similar -.78 correlation is evident between moisture percentage and band I0
reflectance. Correlations between cation exchanqe capacity and reflectance 1
are often higher than correlations between particle size distribution and
reflectance, while most correlations between iron oxide content and-reflec- i
lance remain low. Certain inoisture zones like the hu,lid and semiarid as
well as the friqid and mesic temperature reqimes apl:ear to be too hel:ero-
qeneous in their soil makeup for good correlations between reflectance I
data and physicochemical characteristics, i
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For eleven specltlc cl im_l:;c _ki',,ii'u.lJS of el: least ei(ihLeen soils cacti
the correlations between soil parameters and reflectance data are seen to
improve in most cases over more generalized climatic qr_ulYinqs (Table 7',.
Correlations as high as .90 betwee.n fine sand content and l)and 4 reflecl.ance
for arid thermic zone soils show considerable improve,lent over correlal:-ons
for either the arid or thermic reqions analyzed separately. Correlations
between iron oxide content and reflectance data are much improved for Sl)e-
cific climatic zones. Iron oxide content shows positive correlations with
bands 2 and 4 in the ferric iron absorption reqions and negative correla-
tions with bands 9 and I0 in the ,Yiddle infrared. Aqain, cation exchanqe
capacity frequently reveals higher correlations with reflectance data than
does particle size. As was surmised by Montgomery (1976), cation exchange
capacity may be acting as a natural integrating factor for numerous soil
parameters that influence soil reflectance.
Prediction Models
Soil reflectance has been seen to be a cumulative property which derives
from inherent spectral behavior of the mineral, organic, and fluid matter
that comprise most soils. Thorough statistical modeling of the factors in_
volved in sail reflectance would require much more detailed mineralogi.cal
and biochemical analysis than the scope of this study allowed. However,
there is value in attempting to explain some of the variation in soil re-
flectance in given wavelength regions in terms of familiar physicochemical
and site characteristics. This approach recognizes the important contribu-
tions already identified as being important to reflectance of such soil
oroperties as organic matter content, moisture content, iron oxide content,
and texture, while introducing the possibility that such site characteristics
as climate, parent material, and drainage may be important factors in ex-
plaining soil reflectance.
A forward stepwise inclusion procedure was used to develop regression
equations for prediction of reflectance in each of ten wavelenqth bands from
data on physicochemical characteristics and from site characteristics coded
as dummy variables (Nie, et al., 1975; Draper and Smith, i966). Independent
variables included the natural loq of organic matter content, moisture per-
centaqe by weiqht, percentage contents of eight particle size classes,
cation exchange capacity, iron oxide content, siz._m]_a_._, e_: g_r-_nt material,
six drainage classi._s, and sixteen climatic cateqories. Each regression
equation was limited to inclusion of ten independent variables.
The order of inclusion of the first ten independent variables into
regression equations for each spectral band reveals the importance of tiiese
variables in explaining soil reflectance (Table 8). Only those variables
that were included in at least one regression equation are shown. The
natural Io(I of or{lanic ,latter is seen to be the first variable to enl_er
the regression equation for every band except for the middle infrared band
l(J which has moisture percentaqe by wei!lht as the first variable to enter.
MoisLure content is included in only one other reqression equation, that
for band 6. Fine sand and fine silt contents are frequently included in
regression equations while clay content is included only in equations for
bands 3 and I0. Iron oxide content is included in reqression equations for i
bands 2, 3, anH 10. i
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[hc_remarkable i:eature_f these pre.dictiouequat%ons i_ the [recluenl.
i ncl iis ion of dummllyvari abl e.s for spec i fic: cl imaL ic zone.s, dra i narle c:la ssc,<_,
and I_arevll: illa[el'ial (IFOL.lllill!],r',. kl[liou(lh t:he low R: v?,lues iI}(li(:atc_ l:hat
l.he r_lqecl:ance in individual i_ancts ha_ not. been fully accouni.ed For, il.
i s siqnificant to know (:hat site charact:eri sties play a prclltlillellt llaT't in
expl aii_in!l scYil refl ec tahoe when al I the currently known so i l parailleters
infiuencinq l'_,Flectance ar'e considered. Of all of these IHW_sicochemical
and s iLe characteristics_ the only one about which we normally have prior
kwc)wlc,_dile in l;lle case [YF soil survey in Uvmlapfled areas, is climate. Know-
I infl the climate, we may clet a better idea of expected information that ,lay
be obtained from soil reflectance data.
Tile ultimate objective of prediction modeling of soil reflecCance
properties is to be able to predict the level of certain soil parameters
witilin areas of known climatic type from reflectance data. The same
forward stepwise inclusion procedure was used this time to develop re_]res-
sion equations for prediction of soil parameters from reflectance data in
t;en wavelength bands. Independent variables were the ten spectral Lands
which in this case were not limited in ntmlber for inclusion in reqression
ecluations. The dependent variables, or the variables beincl estimated fro,l
reflectance data were tile natural log of orqanic matter, moisture, content,
cation exchanqe capacity, iron oxide content, and percentage content of
certain particle size classes.
Spectral bands entered into regression equations and R;' values are
indical:ed for soils from eleven clinlatic zones (Table 9). R_' values as
hiqh as .7g for prediction of orqanic matter, ,95 for prediction of mois-
ture content, ,84 for prediction of cation exchan_le capacity, .90 for pre-
diction of clay content, and .70 for prediction of iron oxide content were
obtained for soils witi_in specific climatic zones. The inclusion of reflec-
tance data from numerous bands in the visible, near infrared, and middle
in[rated is essential for develop,lent of these prediction models. Not, all
,.>oil parameters are highly predictable from reflectance data for all cli-
,latic zones, but those situations in which strong relat.i_nsi_ips e×ist ca,!_
he seen here. Indications are that further subdivision of climatic sub-
groups hy soil drainaqe and parent ilvaterial classes could improve upon
these simple l)rediction models, although the limited number of soils ill
this study did not permit statistical evaluation of these more spec:ific
soil (iroupiilqs.
S MMARY, CONCLtlSIONS, I\NP RI:COMMfNI)ATInNS ,.
5tlililllary and Concl tlsioilS
Measul'elnent of hi directional ref] ectance factor of sol l s i n l;he t').52
_,O _.3[)Ii111 wavelenqth interval at t:hl)_;eiforlll iiloisltlre tell._>ion of ol]c,-t.enl.il
bar ti<,ill_l ,ill asbe<.4to,; tension l.,lhle ,lllp<_ral.tis ,iild a <;pc'cl.ror,ldioluc!l(.r
adaplc,d fc_r ind(Ior II.'Ao provi(to,; i'ept',ltai_le tltianlil.citivc, rt, t It'Cldllt't' data
llOlit <;(Yil '4a,il_les viewed ¢lild il Itllliiliated in ililit:h tti(, .sailiC)V;:ly ,1_ ,i irh¢)riu.
,.,en<;iiltl ch'vi,:es. %oil I'O|leci.ant:e Clli'vt,<; c11:stlhs,lllllllt)_, (3F hi'lhly dil-t_,renl.
t(lti,ml, Ml_lli<;cJl, and O×isol ,;c_ils dl.,li;tlii.,I.r,llC, l.hl, i'_,liahi] ill of l.he <,:,.!_t't'i-
ult,l/t,tl I,lotedtlre', dew'l_q_ed for l.hi,, <_ltidv. lllil_lrl,lnll.v, 1!_, eqtlilihl'at i<_il
_f ';oi _ illl_i',ltli'(' ,It otl,,' t.t'll<;itlll ll_i' ,ill 'qli I'; ';{udi_'d llc'l'liil I', Itlc _,v,_l'l .t _ii
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,f)F d+ r+i+l_.Lqff:+.":_, ih iH+)-jst+k+_,'eCt'+)PJI:I_)I_Iri111)Ohq.gO11."_a+%,]I ++flcl:or ihf]tle+it:ii1+l .Sni']
rt,flt,(:t.anc:e. %t:andard I_rc)cedures for lal)(+raLorv study of soJ1 rc, flec:tattc:(.
ill i(')','l f()i" c(111il)aris()11-o i: sol 1s irolll wi(lei.y ficat:t:eretl £i les wi t:h (_xl:ral_(,ouL;
variabI(,f; COlltrt++lle_l Lo +t q_'eaLer exL(:IIL t,han pugs il+]e iu t.lle f ield.
S_+il reflect, ance ctlrves Cc]ll be qrouped accordirlq to curve .qhape it+to
at ]ea..-;t five qellera] L.ype:-;, two illore t.han had i_roviotlsly been I'ecoqtlized.
[liqh iron coo tent: Oxisols were ohserved t,hat actually decrease iu reflec-
tance with increasing waw_lenqth, colltrary I.u d]l published accounLs of
soil reflectance behavior. Absorl)t.ion bands at 0.7 and 0,911111_ tentatively
attrihuted to ferric iron, impart characteristic curve forlilS to soiJs witll
moderate to high amounts of free. iron oxides. Ferrous iron absorption as
well as hydroxyl absorption of qibbsiLe, both centered at. l.Ol,n, can also
be seen to influence the shape of soil reflectance curves. Low or!lanic
[11,_tt_-.e_'+, low iron, better drained soils exhibit a convex curve shape From
(1.57 Io 1.3++I]I. High or(lanic matter, low iron, poorer drained soils show
a concave curve shape from 0.52 to 1.31:m.
Soils with siiil+lar Munsell color designations have been seen to possess
very contrastinq reflectance properties, especially in the infrared wave-
len.qths. The difficulty of us.ins Munsell color desiqnations to describe
in a prerise and quantitative manner the actual reflectance properties of
soils is aPl_arent. Sl_ectroradiometric measurement of soil reflectance is
no[ o_Iv a more quantitative and reliable .leasure of soil sl)ectral proper-
ties thai_ st:andard color charts, but al_.o extends our knowledge beyond the
vi_ii,le into the reflective infrared wa_,elenqths.
Averaqed reflectance curves for soils wi/th similar or_lanic matter con-
Lent reveal the dominant role of orqanic fatter in determininq both curve
for, i and l ef]ectance maqnitude in the visii,le and near infrared wavelenflths.
Decreasiml particle size is seen to increase _ soil reflectance anloml sand
textured soils, but the inverse is true for medium to fin(: textured soil._.
[!igher moisture contents associated with increaginq clay content cause a
decrease in reflectance in.-_.be-Lt.OIL__k_2_/_2+tlt_hand as textures vary from silt.
loath to clay.
Soils qrouped accordinq Co temperature reqi,,le demon,._/.rate the el-feeLs
oF t_,mperatur'e on soil reflectance prol)erl.ies. Su.ils _leneral]v exhibit
hiclher reflectanceg with increased teulperature primarily as a result, of
decreased or!lanic matter levels. Soils qrouped by moisture zone a1'.;o Leild
to incredse i11 1'eFlectance wi_h decrea_,inq rainfall _;ssociaI:_d with reduced
orHanic ,tatter lew+Is. An exception i..:- the stJbhumid zane in wi_ich orqanic
rich soils f¢)rmed under prairie qrass vetlet-ation reflect le';s thun t.he pr+,--
domit+,u+t:ly forested humid zone soit:,. Soil draina!le class, as a site char--
,tct.e;'i,:l.ic iuteqral.it;q the effects of climatic, local reliel., and ,:tcctmlulale+l
or<_at_ic ,,att.er, is also Found to be clo,,t,lv associat.ml wit.h r+,flecLaucr,
l_r<_perties of _urface soils.
_kt.<_li._Li(:al (orrelaLio_ st+t+di<,s For 4r,1 bt+'u+:h,_,+rksoil %aIHI;l!"', b)lOW t[l(?
ll,tttlt'(, (+I !h_' t't'l,lt:i(lllshil_.s l;(,t.ween soil r_,l+l(,cLanct ` alld ,;oil par,u:let.et+s.
Rellect,tme in each "_f ten wavelenqLh l,and'_ is neq,tt, ivr, ly correlai_'d wiLh
(ile naIllr,_l Imlarilhtuic tirango1ruutt, i:m ol orqauic ulati.t,r collL_'nl., indic,t! i_l_+
th,+_ +,'+lt,ct.,tIIt+' d_,t:rt,as+:,,, w, ry l it.tle all+'r ,1 _',_i.her hirlh t_r+lauil: r',,!.! .... '
+,+t_'tt'rl' i'. _,,tcllt,tl. b'.ellt,ctatt+_, ill l!lt, +t:tt+++rtallt. 7.i11'. t_, ;'. I?..,, ,..,.,,t+1, .t+++
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hand is also negatively correlated with moisture content, clay content,
cation exchanqe capacity, and iron oxide content, while it is positively
correlated with fine and medium sand contents.
Soils qrouped according to nloisture zone or teml)erature regime show
improved correlations over correlations for all 481 samples, except for the
heterogeneous humid and semiarid moisture zones and the frigid and ,lesic
i temperature regimes. Greatly varied parent material types, vegetation
types, and even topographic differences within these regions may account for
[ the lack of .qood correlation between reflectance and soil properties. Cor.-
relations are best for soils grouped by specific climatic zone. Cation
exchange capacity frequently reveals hiqher correlations with reflectance
than do any of the textural classes or even organic matter, an observation
supported by the high correlations of CEC with soil parameters that do
exhibit spectral behavior such as clay and organic matter.
Prediction models indicate that site characteristics such as climate,
parent material, and drainage are important variables along with organic
matter, moisture content, texture, and iron oxide content in explaining
reflectance differences among 481 soil samples. Organic matter is the single
most important variable in the visible and near infrared bands while moisture
content is the most important variable in the 2.08 to 2.321mI band for explain-
ing reflectance differences.
Prediction equations using reflectance data in ten wavelength bands as
_he independent variables show high predictive values for organic matter
content, moisture content, content of specific particle size classes, iron
oxide content, and cation exchange capacity when inferences are drawn
among soils from specific climatic zones. Reflectance bands in the visible,
near infrared, and middle infrared repeatedly are included in regression
equations for soil properties indicating that all of these-wavelength re-
gions are important to an understanding of relationships between soil re-
flectance and physicochemical characteristics.
Extendinq these results to the level of airborne remote sensors, it is
likely that reflectance data from carefully selected wavelennth bands could
be used to extract information from bare soil areas that could be related
to levels of orqanic matter, soil moisture, iron oxide content, particle
size content, or even an indicator of potential productivity such as cation
exchanqe capacity for certain specified climatic areas. Where prior infor-
mation is available about soil drainage and parent material classes, even
better correlations can be expected within more homogeneous areas of soil
inference.
Based on results of statistical analyses as well as on qualitative
evaluation of soil reflectance/absorption characteristics, the following
wavelenqths are critical for identification of soil reflectance character-
istics: 0.52 to 0.621,n (qreen wavelen,t.il reqion hiqhlv correlated witll
orqanic matter content), 0.7;,n and O.gl,, (ferric iron absorl_tion waw.,lenqths),
1.f)iml (ferrous iron and hydroxyl gibbsite absorption wavelennths), 1.22 to
1.32_,n and 1.55 to 1.75im_ (regions of hiqhest reflectance for many soils,
correlate_ with many soil properties), 2.08 to 2.32_mi (reqion of highest
correlations with soil ,loisture). Although spectral bands for the The,latic
Mapper mission include O. '°
.),_ to O.GO;ml, 1.55 to 1.75;mI and 2.(IP, to 2.35::m,
..... , . |, | , .= " i i'i i "I- I I I "I"
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the (},76 to 0.901ml near infrared wavelenqth band is too hroad fnr specific
iron oxide studies in soils, a fact that could limit its usefulness in
erosion studie.s as well as soil productivity surveys.
In summary it can be stated that soils that vary widely in their phy'.;ic(_-
chemica] and site characteristics are no more siiiiilar in their reflectance
l)roperties than arc, different species of plants t,hrou!lhout their clrowth
cycles. To treat soil reflectance as a constant, unchan(lin(! characteristic
from location to location and from date .to date is to ignore the well-ordered
physical and chemical relationships that iml)art diverse spectral reflective
character to soils.
Recommendat ions
Because of the demonstrated quantitative, repeatable nature of soil
reflectance measurements made using the described procedure, consideration
should be given to the development of a spectroradiometric measuremerlt pro-
cedure as an aid to soil characterization in the laboratory. The purpose
would not be to replace soil color standards as they exist, but to supplement
them with infrared as well as visible reflectance data. To this end it may
be desirable to extend the range of spectral measurements to shorter wave-
lengths such as O.4_ml to include most of the visible reqion. Low intensity
oF moist soil reflectance along with reduced illumination limited the ranqe
of noise-free data in this study to 0.52 to 2.321.mI,
With the development of laboratory spectroradiometric standards of
soil reflectance, the concept should be carried to the field in the form
of a portable recording multiband radiometer. Such an instrument would
have selectable wavelenqth bands over the 0.4 to 2.4;mI wavelength range ancl
would serve not cnly for the necessary controlled field study of soil con-
ditions but would also provide the soil surveyor with a more powerful tool
with which to determine soil spectral properties.
Serious consideration for future design of satellite spectral bands
should be given to the inclusion of narrower wavelength bands in the near
infrared more specific For iron content. With the expansion of attempts to
use satellite sensor data to study crop inventory in tropical areas of lliqhly
weathered soils, spectral bands centered on 0.7, 0.9, and l.Oi,m will be essen-
tial for thorough characteriz.ation of background soil reflectance.
Systematic characterization of the mineraloqical and bioche!nical i)roper-
_.ies oF naturally occurrinq soils should contim_e in an effort to help further
e×plain (_bserved reflectance differences in soils. From the collection of
,ll,l_::,i. 250 duplicate benchmark soil samples on hand at the l_aboratory for
Apl_lications of Remote Sensinq It should be possible to idenLify soils for
mor__,detailecl stud.v by selection of soil pairs otherwise similar in physical
and chcmical properties to rechlce the effect _, of _-,xl;raneous variable_.
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APPENDIX
Table I0, Benchmark soil series used in this study, arranged by
climatic zone.
i climatic zone state count_ soil series
I perhumid mesic Oregon Tillamook AstoriaBrenner
Hebo
Nehalem
Curry Blacklock
Orford
humid frigid Maine Aroostook Caribou
Plaisted
Massachusetts Franklin Berkshire
Michigan Baraga Iron River
Munising
Chippewa Pickford
Delta Angelinca
Grayling
Onaway
Ri fl e
Emmet Emmet
Ontonagon Ontonagon
NewYork Lewis Adams
Wisconsin Bayfield Vilas
Florence Pence
Langlade Antigo*
Marathon Fenwood*
Polk Campia
Cushing
Price Goodman
humid mesic Connecticut New Haven Charlton
New London Ninigret*
Tolland Hollis
lllinois Champaign Drummer*
Flanagan*
Iroquois Ridgeville*
Indiana Clark Haymond
Decatur Russell*
Fayette Genesee
Knox Alford*
Porter Door*
Vigo & Clay Iva
!
fable I_I. (c:L_t..)
OW_I (', 1 d y [011 JI(IWJI ,q*
I)td_uque I)ubuqt_c''
lloward Wauk(,e
L
Kentucky liavi ess Newark
l.aurel Whi i leyi
Massachusetts Essex Sudbm'y*
Frankl i n Winooski
I Hampdell l\gawam*Ri duebury _
Hamps hi re tlad 1ey*
Worcestel" Hi llCk Iey*
Hi chi 9an Jackson Hi I I sda l_e_
bli ssouri Moni teau Uni on
Scotl and Ki l.wi nni ml
New Ilampshire llillsboro Acton*
New York Chenam.lo Norwi oh="
Ohio llighland Cincinnati
Summit & Medina ilolly
1uscarawas Keene*
Wayno Ca n Fi e 1d"
l_elmsyl van i a Lancas l_ev" llu fli el d*
Edgemont*
Perry E11i bet*
Virginia Augusta Frederick
West Virginia Monroe Murrill
Wisconsin Ozaukee Iox
humid t herlui c t\1 abama Itous t.on Red I_ay
Arkansas I-rankl ill i nders
Ouach i l,,/ .Sal fl, I1
Pope I inker "_
I1 ori da Bay l.eovl*
Geor.q i a [ _'_i n Oci l l a
.... -' " I" Ill
g()
IaL)le 'TO. (Cont..)
Kansas Montgomery Verd i uri s*
l,ouisiana Acadia Midl and
E. Baton Rout;e Calhoun
Jefferson Kenner
Ouachita Rilla
lensa s Commerce
Union Ruston
Mi ssiss ippi George Susquehanna
Grenada Grenada
North Carol ina Alamance Appling
Cabarrus Meckl enburg*
Catawba Cecil
Craven Craven*
Scot I and Wagra,l
Washington &
Hyde Ponzer
Okl ailoma Tul sa Newtoni a
Sout:h Carolina Florence Rains
Spartanburg Pa.coIet
Tennessee Coffee Di ckson
Mountvi ew
Humphreys Bod i ne
Rutherford Cumberl and
lalbott
Texas Smith Ki rvi n*
h umi d
hypertllermi c F1ori da Lee Myakka
POllll) a Ilo
l'asco Basinger
llernando Wabasso
Palm Beach Terra Ceia
Martin Paola
sul_hu,rid lrigid Minnesota Cass Warba
(;ranL Rol iss
I san Li l\nt_ka
Ki ttson (;)'yg 1,_,
Redhy
l.ake oi" the
Woods t'Ol'lii,lll |.
l ay 1c_i'
I91
lal_l:, 10, (ConL.)
Ottertail Buse
Pope Lanqh_yi
Sreverts F1oi,
Mortta na Mtss_u I a Greeno ugh._.
Tarkio*
Nevada DougI ass Toi yabe*
North Dakota LaMoure Svea - --
Ransom lonka
Wells Divide
South Dakota Brown Beoti a
Lx I i ne
Codington Fordville
Renshaw
Roberts Peever
suhhumid megic Iowa Clay Sac
Craw ford Ida
Harrison Monona
Monana llayn ie
Kansas C1oud lledvi I I e
Geary i rwi n
Hci'herson Goessel *
SaI i ne l.anca ster
Minnesota Martin Nicol let
Steel e Cani s Leo
Glencoe
Rico Haydep,
Waseca Cordova ,
Nebraska Buffal o Itord
Clay Ilastings*
Holt Jansen _
liloliias I._oup
Thill'S toll C i'o f loll
Webs tot Gi bbon
South llakot.a {lavi son Betts
St ickney
1-t' I.onka
Ii re go)ry Boy(1
i I I I
.)_..
Table I0. (Cont.)
subhumid themic Kansas Pratt Pratt
Okl alloma Cotton Foard
Grady Port
Lincoln & Payne Darnell
Kay Renfrow
Oklahoma Bethany
Canadian
Zanei s
Payne Dougherty*
Roger Mills St. Paul
Washita Dill
Texas Bell Brackett
Anderson Elrose
Corye!l Denton*
Frio*
Kaufman Trinity
Parker Windthorst
Menard Tarrant
subhumid
hyperthermic Texas Cameron WiIIacy
Nueces Victoria
s_niarid frigid Montana Hill Chinook
El 1oam
Liberty Ethridge
Roosevelt Li hen*
Toole Joplin
Valley Marias
Yellowstone Absarokee
New Mexi co McKi nley Fortwi ngate
North Dakota Bowman Ekal aka
semiarid mesic Colorado Crowley GIenberg
Api shapa
E!bert Kutch
Prowers Haverson
Kornman
Minnequa
Rocky Ford
WiIey
Kansas Grant Richfiel d
HamiIton Colby
__ - ............. " .... I_
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Table I0. (Cont.)
t
i.
Montana Yel I owstone Kei ser
Nebraska Dawes &
I Box Butte Alliance
il Nevada Humboldt Rio King*
! Douglass Indian Creek*i
Mottsville* -
Ophir*rmsby*
Reno*
Turria*
South Dakota Todd Tuthi I 1
Texas Sherman Sherm
Utah Millard Palisade
Pharo
semiarid thermic Arizona Santa Cruz White House
Pima
NewMexico Lea Jal
Kimbrough
Roosevelt Porta I es
Texas Andrews Tri omas
Lamb Amar'_11o
Lubbock Acuff
Lynn Patricia
Upton Reagan
semiarid
hyperthermi c Texas Hi dal go Hi dal go
Sari ta
Jim Wells Clareville
Zavala Uvalde*
Kinney Montel 1
arid frigid Colorado Alamosa Mosca
A1amosa &
Conejos LaJara
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Table 10. (Cont..)
arid i11esi c Nevada Churchi 11 Appi an
Carson
Dia
Pirouette
i, Persh i ng B1ackhawk
11umboI dt
i Lovelock
i P1aceritos_
Ryepatch
Sonoma
Eureka & El ko Cortez
Humboldt Bloor*
Ni nch*
Valmy*
Utah Millard Abbott
Harding I]
l
arid thermic Arizona Santa Cruz & i
Pima Continental
Graham Gi I a*
Glendale*
Nevada Cl ark Bi tterspri ng*
Calico*
Land*
McCarran*
MormanMesa*
Overton*
Toquop*
Virgin River*
Texas Pecos IIodgi ns
._rid
hyperthen, i c Arizona Yuma Supersti ti on*
*non-randomly chosen soil series selected to facilitate sampling by
SCS field parties assigned to certain counties.
